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1.  Introduction 

This is the last Council meeting for the year. We are grateful for having successfully completed 
another year’s academic programme at Stellenbosch University (SU). 

Yet, this was not just any year, as we marked our 100th year as a public university in South Africa. 
Earlier in the year, the National Assembly congratulated SU on our Centenary, recognising “the 
University’s contribution as a national asset and its resolute, steady progress in terms of promoting 
multilingualism, broadening access, increasing its social impact and advancing transformation”.  

Our Centenary programme afforded us ample opportunity to reflect on our achievements as well as 
our mistakes over the past 100 years, and to orientate ourselves for our next century. For the past 
five years, our Institutional Intent and Strategy 2013–2018 and its accompanying Vision 2030 have 
guided SU’s journey. This valuable roadmap will be expiring at the end of the year. We now move 
seamlessly over to our new Vision 2040 and Strategic Framework 2019–2024, which will be our 
guide into the foreseeable future.  

Like any other year, 2018 also had its share of challenges, including health and wellness, gender-
based violence and higher education funding, to name only three. 

Health and wellness emerged as a particularly important issue this year. In terms of mental health, 
various universities, including SU, reported cases of students who had lost the battle against 
depression. We take this very seriously and have once again circulated information about the range 
of services available at the University to support our students. The communication drive in this 
regard will continue.  

Mental wellness among university staff was also highlighted this year with the unexpected passing of 
Prof Bongani Mayosi of the University of Cape Town, one of the brightest minds this country has 
produced, at the age of 51. SU is committed to support the wellness of its staff through a variety of 
initiatives as part of its pursuit of being an employer of choice.  

In terms of physical wellness, the issue of food insecurity among students on South African 
university campuses gained prominence this year. Even at an institution such as SU, which is 
regarded as well resourced, some 1 800 students are exposed to food insecurity every year. I salute 
our students’ fundraising efforts through the #Move4Food campaign, for which I gladly became an 
ambassador and completed the Sanlam Cape Town Marathon to assist the cause.  

Violence on university campuses in our country remains a huge concern. Apart from the trauma of 
general crime against students, gender-based violence (GBV) emerged as a major problem, also 
attracting the attention of Parliament as well as its Portfolio Committee on Higher Education and 
Training. GBV, and more specifically rape, on university campuses is a cause for grave concern to all 
stakeholders in higher education in South Africa. SU completed a consultative process among 
students and staff, which resulted in a plan against sexual harassment and assault that is currently 
being implemented. The elements of this plan include the creation of a gender non-violence post in 
the Equality Unit, the development of student training content on sexual assault and GBV, online 
training on sexual assault and GBV as part of the Human Resources training suite, and the 
implementation of an innovative sexual harassment and assault reporting tool for students and staff. 

The funding of public higher education in South Africa is becoming increasingly problematic. On the 
one hand, Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET) subsidies for universities have 
increased, the National Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS) is getting more organised, and the 
Ikusasa Student Financial Aid Programme (ISFAP) is attempting to address the issue of the “missing 
middle”. All these measures are to be welcomed. On the other hand, the University has noted with 
concern that DHET plans on using the consumer price index instead of universities’ cost basis (the 
higher education price index, HEPI) as the point of departure for adjustments to student fees. This 
implicit regulation of fees has serious implications for the autonomy of university councils, curtails 
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the possibility for universities to raise additional, much-needed revenue via this income stream, and 
ultimately poses a threat to universities’ financial sustainability. At this stage, the University is 
uncertain of the extent to which the additional subsidy will compensate for potential restrictions on 
student fee increases. In addition, the National Research Foundation has cut its funding to 
universities, which will have a negative impact on our research activities and on funding for 
postgraduate studies. 

As SU management, we do not shy away from these or other challenges. We are working diligently 
and resolutely towards our vision of making SU Africa’s leading research-intensive university, 
globally recognised as excellent, inclusive and innovative, where we advance knowledge in service of 
society. We appreciate the support of all our stakeholders, including Council, in moving forward 
together on this journey.  

At this Council meeting, it is the turn of the Vice-Rector: Learning and Teaching (VR:LT), Prof Arnold 
Schoonwinkel, to report on activities in his responsibility centre (RC) over the past year. Therefore, 
this overall management report contains only selected highlights from his portfolio – please consult 
his separate report for more details. Similarly, I will not be unpacking SU’s 2019 budget in this 
report, as the Chief Operating Officer, Prof Stan du Plessis will lead discussion in that regard. 

Please note that this report is still structured according to the seven institutional strategies in our 
existing Institutional Intent and Strategy 2013–2018 (IIS), and not yet the structure of our new vision 
and strategic framework. That is because we are still implementing the IIS until the end of the year, 
although our planning for next year is already based on our new framework. 

This report covers the period 27 August (RC submission date for the previous Council meeting of 
26 September) to 25 October 2018 (submission date for this meeting of 23 November), with a few 
exceptions so as to cover significant developments outside this period (up until my submission date 
of 8 November). We welcome this opportunity to engage with colleagues in Council. 

2.  Broadening access 

Broadening access is one of three overarching strategic priorities listed in SU’s Institutional Intent 
and Strategy (IIS) 2013– 2018. It is specifically linked to the first element of our Vision 2030, namely 
to become more inclusive. And in SU’s Institutional Plan (IP) 2018–2023, broadening access is further 
unpacked as one of seven institutional strategies. It is stated that we aim to achieve it by, inter alia, 
increasing the diversity profile of our staff and student corps.  

2.1 Enrolment planning 

The DHET has a six-year planning horizon for student enrolments. As part of this, all public 
universities were required to submit enrolment targets for the period 2020–2025 by 28 September. 

Our Division for Information Governance (IG) coordinated two internal enrolment planning cycles – 
one in late February/early March, when first-time entering first-year student targets were reviewed 
and affirmed for the running six-year period, and another in late June/early July, when postgraduate 
student targets were established for the same period. Each round entailed a faculty-specific 
discussion with the deans, faculty managers and/or vice-deans of each faculty to discuss past 
performance, review projections and affirm targets. 

The Division also played a pivotal part in preparing sensible projections, which served as a starting 
point for the respective faculty discussions. This enabled an integrated view of the agreed targets to 
eventually obtain a university-wide picture. The internal targets of DHET’s prescribed enrolment 
planning templates were transformed to indicate SU’s contribution to the national enrolment 
targets for the period 2020–2025. 

The possibilities for increasing SU’s growth have been carefully considered in consultation with 
deans and faculty managers. Given our rapid growth in recent years, and the resultant capacity 
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constraints we currently experience, our revised enrolment projections for 2020 to 2025 show 
limited growth. Yet we plan for growth in the hybrid learning mode, while doctoral programmes also 
remain one of SU’s highest priorities.  

Total headcount projections are shown below as an example of what we anticipate up until 2025: 

 HEADCOUNT TOTALS: CONTACT + DISTANCE  

  Planned/expected enrolment 

  2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 

Average  
annual  

increase:  
2016-2025 

First-time 
entering 
undergraduates 5 424 5 513 5 603 5 603 5 603 5 604 1,2% 

Total 
undergraduate 20 077 20 525 20 846 21 075 21 190 21 282 1,2% 

Postgraduate to 
master’s level 4 285 4 368 4 415 4 467 4 512 4 512 2,2% 

Master’s 4 690 4 828 4 882 4 912 4 922 4 922 0,0% 

Doctoral 1 620 1 640 1 651 1 646 1 644 1 644 0,5% 

Total 
postgraduate 10 595 10 836 10 948 11 025 11 078 11 078 0,9% 

Occasional 
students 1 018 1 019 1 019 1 021 1 021 1 023 2,1% 

TOTAL 
ENROLMENT 31 690 32 380 32 813 33 121 33 289 33 383 1,1% 

Table 1: Planned/expected enrolment, 2020–2 025  

2.2 Application trends 

By the end of September, the University had received a total of 39 629 first-year applications for the 
2019 intake. Of these, 33 857 were from newcomer first-year (NF) applicants. Approximately 73% of 
the total pool of NF applications were from black African, coloured, Indian and Asian (BCIA) students. 
See the separate report of the VR:LT for more information. 

2.3 Comprehensive student tracking and development system 

IG leads the project to establish a comprehensive student tracking and development system at SU. 
We aim to address several challenges with the new system: 

 The achievement gap (i.e. the disparity in academic performance between groups of 
students) is a problem for universities globally. The efficiency of academic and psychosocial 
interventions should be improved, especially for difficult-to-reach groups.  

 However, the scope of early alerts remains restricted to mainly academic factors, and 
effective follow-up procedures are seldom in place to track the impact of interventions 
across the broad spectrum of student life. 

 Students often seek generic support from those they feel comfortable with, which places an 
additional workload on staff not necessarily in a position to help them. Clearly defined, 
individualised support workflows and processes should improve the speed and impact of 
interventions. 

 At the same time, support optimisation is best achieved when sufficient, reliable research 
data of large cohorts are available to enable evidence-based decisions on interventions. 
Tools are required to do this efficiently. 

 Ultimately, a consolidated student view is needed, as information is currently spread across 
multiple systems. 
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The concept of a comprehensive student tracking and development system relies on international 
early-alert systems, which have proved successful worldwide (see for example 
https://www.starfishsolutions.com/clients/).  

During 2018, the project team utilised the services of an expert analyst from an external company to 
deliver a paper-based proof of concept (POC) of the proposed system.  

Different customised views of the data will be provided to students, lecturers, faculty management 
and professional, administrative and support services (PASS) staff. These will be based on clearly 
defined roles and responsibilities established by the data users themselves. 

Clear workflows will be developed to ensure that where flags are raised about a specific student’s 
overall progress, this can be addressed and escalated where necessary. Therefore, students and 
their success networks would be alerted and possible support mechanisms recommended.  

  

Figure 1: The proposed five-step intervention workflow process  

During 2019 and 2020, the POC will be developed and implemented. This will be funded from the 
University Capacity Development Grant specifically earmarked for this purpose. Once the POC has 
been delivered at the end of 2020, the solution may be expanded, pending the availability of 
additional funding. 

2.4 Careers Café 

Three instalments of the Careers Café series of Development and Alumni Relations (DAR) were held 
in the reporting period. The first took place on 29 August with businesswoman Adéle Smith as guest 
speaker, and no fewer than 348 of our students attended. The series continued on 18 October with 
Philip Parrock, technical team manager at Amazon Web Services, and on 24 October with trademark 
attorney Jenny Pienaar. 

The Careers Café series was launched in 2016 to provide a platform for alumni to offer their time 
and talents to help current students prepare for careers. Through this interaction, current students 
can learn from Matie graduates’ experiences. At the same time, other career development 
opportunities on campus are promoted, encouraging students to further improve their work 
preparedness.  

https://www.starfishsolutions.com/clients/
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2.5 Broadening access through sport 

The Recreational and Active Lifestyle Unit (RALU) of Maties Sport organised a week of fun activities 
on the Rooiplein in the run-up to the International Day of University Sport on 20 September. Maties 
also joined the International University Sports Federation and tertiary institutions worldwide in 
marking the occasion. 

In addition, RALU launched an e-sports league to keep pace with the changing face of sport among 
university students. Previously, the only sport that was catered for was the physical kind, which 
excluded a large group of students. With e-sport, Maties Sport now also attends to those students’ 
needs. This expands Maties Sport’s recreational activities, keeps up with the top five global trends in 
sport, and puts SU ahead of the curve, as Maties is the only university in the country with an e-sports 
club for students.  

3. Maintaining momentum of excellence 

Excellence is one the overarching strategic priorities set out in our IIS 2013–2018. In that document, 
it is linked to the second element of our Vision 2030 – to become more innovative.  
And In our IP 2018–2023, maintaining our momentum of excellence is one of our seven institutional 
strategies. We do this by keeping up our student success rates and by positioning the University as 
one of the foremost research‐intensive institutions in Africa.  

3.1 SU launches South Africa’s first centre for food safety 

Efforts to support food safety in South Africa received a significant boost when SU launched the 
Centre for Food Safety (CFS) on 6 November.  

The first of its kind in the country, the CFS will be a consortium for applied food science research, 
which will be conducted by scientists working at SU as well as in the food industry. The Centre will 
conduct research on food safety, provide expert advice to industry, policymakers and other 
stakeholders, and promote consumer awareness. 

The CFS is led by Prof Pieter Gouws, professor of Food Microbiology in our Department of Food 
Science, as well as Vice-Dean: Teaching and Learning in the Faculty of AgriSciences. It will be situated 
in SU’s Department of Food Science and managed independently by the University. Tiger Brands, 
one of the founding members, has made available R10 million to help establish the Centre.  

The CFS’s advisory board consists of renowned international scientists, including 
Prof Wilhelm Holzapfel (president of the International Committee on Food Microbiology and 
Hygiene), Prof Mieke Uyttendaele (from the Department of Food Safety and Food Quality at Ghent 
University, Belgium) and Prof Stephen Forsythe (former professor of Microbiology at Nottingham 
Trent University, United Kingdom).  

3.2 2018 NRF awards 

Towards the end of September, Dr Rehana Malgas-Enus, an emerging researcher in our Department 
of Chemistry and Polymer Science, received an award for excellence in science engagement from the 
National Research Foundation (NRF). This was in recognition of her contributions to public 
engagement with science, and to making science and technology more accessible for the public.  

The annual NRF awards recognise and celebrate South African research excellence.  

At the same ceremony, Prof Michael Samways from SU’s Department of Conservation Ecology and 
Entomology as well as Prof Simon Schaaf from our Department of Paediatrics and Child Health were 
honoured with special awards for having received an A-rating from the NRF. 
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3.3 SA Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns awards 2018 

SU researchers were again among those honoured at the annual awards ceremony of the Suid-
Afrikaanse Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns (South African Academy for Science and Arts). The 
recipients were Prof Emile van Zyl from the Department of Microbiology, Prof Barend Herbst, 
professor emeritus of Applied Mathematics, and Prof Lizette Joubert, chief researcher at the 
Infruitec-Nietvoorbij Research Institute and extraordinary professor in the Department of Food 
Science.  

3.4 Division for Research Development wins award 

As a member of the Western Cape NRF regional forum, our Division for Research Development was 
recently honoured with an NRF excellence award for the Division’s contribution to the sharing of 
best practice among Western Cape universities. The awards ceremony took place in Johannesburg 
on 17 October as part of the ninth annual NRF research administrators workshop.  

3.5 African Microbiome Institute 

Researchers at SU’s newly established African Microbiome Institute will be exploring the largely 
undiscovered world of the human microbiome. Serving as director of the Institute is 
Prof Stephen O’Keefe, an internationally renowned researcher with some 40 years’ experience in 
nutritional gastroenterology. He will be playing a dual role at SU and the University of Pittsburgh, 
where he is a professor of medicine as well as director of the Centre for Intestinal Health and 
Nutrition Support. 

3.6 Rector’s awards for excellent achievement by students  

The annual Rector’s awards for excellent achievement by students took place on 11 October,  
and 87 recipients were honoured for excelling in various fields (click here for a video). 

Top master’s students: Michelle Eckert (AgriSciences), Jessica Lee Staple (Arts and Social Sciences), 
Maria de Man (Education), Johann Pfitzinger (Economic and Management Sciences), Corinna Jeske 
(Medicine and Health Sciences), Johann Christiaan van der Walt (Engineering), Melise Steyn 
(Science), Kerry-Terry Lamb (Law), Refilwe Maria Mahlaku (Military Science) and 
Juanita Greyvenstein (Theology) 

Sport achievements: Lwazi Madi, Jacques Lloyd, Charmaine Baard, Stephanie Brand, Emma Chelius, 
Nicky Giliomee, David Bedingham, Keenan Horne and James Murphy 

Contribution to culture: Mercy Kannemeyer and Shaen Maré 

Social impact: Avuyile Mbangatha, Ben Moolman, Cailin Perrie and Ashleigh Purdon 

Service provision: Rabia Abba Omar, Eduard Beukman, Garrick Blok, Jeanine Botha and  
Lize-Mari Doubell 

Leadership: Anthony Andrews, Wiann Bester, Chanté du Plessis, Jauné Gouws, Nhlakanipho 
Mahagane, Fatima Ouiza Mazari, Lethiwe Mbatha, Ben Moolman, Tevarus Naicker, Eduard Roos, 
Victoria Thomas, Rhys Williams and Eduard Beukman 

Dr Wynoma Michaels received the SRC award for exceptional alumni from the outgoing chair of the 
Students’ Representative Council (SRC), Lwando Nkamisa. In 1998, Michaels became the first black 
(coloured) student to be elected SRC chair at SU. She currently works as a business and management 
consultant (click here for a video of her speech). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gb204GDWqkw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zU8zSOI0i-A&t=142s
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3.7 Innovative app makes exam access easier 

Information Technology has developed a new mobile app for the Registrar’s Division to better 
manage student access to examination venues. The app eliminates the time-consuming process of 
manually checking student cards against access lists.  

Each exam convenor is now issued with a cellphone capable of near-field communication (NFC) and 
preloaded with the app. Upon arrival, students’ cards are held against the back of the phone.  
The screen then indicates whether they are at the right venue and, if not, where they should be.  

Scanning is achieved by communication between the NFC chip in the phone and the MIFARE chip in 
student cards. The app retrieves the required information from the student information system.  

Small-scale tests were first conducted during the November 2017 exams. The subsequent full roll-
out for the June 2018 exams was a resounding success. This relatively small project is a good 
example of agile, focused innovation.  

3.8 Another award for SU Museum 

On 26 September, the SU Museum won the Cape Winelands District Municipality’s mayoral tourism 
award for sustainable development. This is another feather in the cap for the Museum, whose work 
promoting social inclusion earned it an award from the Western Cape Department of Cultural Affairs 
and Sport earlier this year. 

The annual mayoral tourism awards celebrate and acknowledge the achievements of role-players in 
the Cape Winelands tourism industry. The intention is to showcase the best tourism entities, 
products and services, as well as the people behind them.  

3.9 Entrepreneurship development  

Against the backdrop of the growing importance of innovation and entrepreneurship in our society, 
Innovus and the LaunchLab held several successful events in the past three months. These include a 
student entrepreneurship week, an entrepreneurship boot camp and the University’s first 
hackathon.  

The aim was to inspire and equip students with the necessary skills to start their own businesses. 
These events also strengthen our ties with industry, as was evident during the very close 
collaboration with both Entersekt and Capitec during the fintechathon in August. This event 
challenged students to provide a cashless payment solution for a mobile world – in just two days. 
Nine student teams from a number of faculties took up the challenge of creating a working, viable 
and realistic prototype. The winning team took home R15 000 (and the two runners-up 
R5 000 each), on top of stronger coding skills and a fresh outlook on how to develop better, 
innovative solutions to real-world issues. 

3.10 Excellence in sport 

Maties Sport awards: The annual Maties Sport awards evening highlights student athletes’ 
achievements over the year. It serves as the culmination of 12 months of hard work and 
commitment by not only the students themselves, but also by Maties Sport’s management, coaches 
and support staff.  

Hockey player Ammaarah Hendricks and rugby player Duncan Saal were named Maties Sport’s 
sportswoman and sportsman of the year, while Christian Sadie was named Parasport sportsman of 
the year. Karin le Roux, who coaches Parasport athletes such as Zanele Situ and Kerwin Noemdo, 
received the award for coach of the year for individual sport, and rugby coach Hawies Fourie coach 
of the year for team sports. After winning the Varsity Cup, USSA and WP Super League A 
competitions, the Maties Rugby first team was named team of the year, and Maties Rugby club of 
the year.  
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A total of 52 students were awarded full colours, having represented South Africa at an international 
level, while 105 students were awarded half colours, having been selected for provincial teams. 

Highlights  

Maties Sport aims to achieve a top-three position in university and league competitions, and our 
teams did us proud during the past two months. 

Intervarsity: Stellenbosch University won the overall competition after competing against the 
University of Cape Town (UCT), University of the Western Cape (UWC) and Cape Peninsula University 
of Technology (CPUT) in various sport codes. The Maties women’s sevens as well as women’s 
basketball teams deserve special mention, as both won their respective Intervarsity competitions for 
the first time. Other teams who won their competitions included sevens rugby (men), tennis, cricket, 
badminton, water polo (women) and swimming. 

Badminton: Two players were selected for the Cape Winelands team who participated in the senior 
South African championships in October. 

Hockey: The Maties Hockey men’s team won the Western Province Grand Challenge League for the 
sixth consecutive year. 

Rugby: Maties Rugby’s first team won the WP Super League A competition in the first and second 
leagues, building on their tremendous success of the year.  

4. Enhancing social impact  

Having a greater social impact is one of SU’s core strategic objectives. We understand social impact 
to be systemic, as it is embedded in all SU environments. Consistent and intentional focus on the 
generic and specific social impact of both learning and teaching as well as research and innovation 
enhances the overall transformative social impact of and through the University. This vision is guided 
by the SU Social Impact Strategic Plan (SISP).  

4.1 HEMIS Institute 

Our Division for Information Governance (IG) hosted the annual HEMIS Institute at the Lord Charles 
Hotel, Somerset West, from 14 to 16 August. The event drew a record number of 137 delegates from 
26 higher education institutions across Southern Africa. 

HEMIS is the Higher Education Management Information System. At the annual HEMIS Institute, 
issues relating to students, staff and physical facilities are discussed, while it also serves as a 
platform for networking in higher education. The event was also one of the highlights on the 
calendar of the Southern African Association for Institutional Research (SAAIR), which is affiliated 
with 50 similar structures worldwide. 

This year’s HEMIS Institute was opened by Prof Ian Cloete, IG senior director. Mr Jerall Toi, also 
from IG, made a presentation on key implications for universities of the Protection of Personal 
Information (POPI) Act and the European Parliament’s General Data Protection Regulation  
(see 7.16). 

4.2 Improving affordable housing 

SU has contributed to an initiative aimed at improving the quality of affordable housing projects in 
South Africa. Students from our faculties of Engineering as well as Economic and Management 
Sciences performed weekly inspections at building sites, conducted a survey to gauge the 
beneficiaries’ satisfaction, and trained community members to provide feedback in future. 

Although affordable housing is key to affording millions of South Africans an improved quality of life, 
workmanship on the houses provided is often substandard. A pilot project was therefore initiated in 
Rooidakke, a community just outside Grabouw, based on the hypothesis that additional oversight 
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could improve the quality of the houses and, in doing so, improve beneficiaries’ satisfaction and 
sense of ownership. 

The initiative was a collaborative effort with the University of Bath in the United Kingdom, the 
Western Cape Department of Human Settlements, the local municipality, the community where 
houses were being built, and the building contractors. 

The students’ work was instrumental in bringing together all stakeholders to discuss problems and 
jointly work on solutions. This enhanced working relationships and enabled quality issues to be 
addressed as they arose instead of after the fact. It also exposed the students to real-life problems in 
the working environment. 

4.3 Social Impact symposium 

Transdisciplinary collaboration and partnerships were strong themes at SU’s annual Social Impact 
symposium, which this year took place at the Devonvale Golf Estate on 12 September. The event 
sought to reaffirm SU’s deep commitment to integrated, embedded and systemic impact and 
acknowledge the strong link between social impact, social justice and social cohesion. 

One of the keynote speakers was Prof Willem Fourie, associate professor in the Albert Luthuli Centre 
for Responsible Leadership at the University of Pretoria and coordinator of the South African 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) Hub. He spoke about the value offering of the SDGs in the 
context of social impact.  

4.4 Matie Community Service 

Matie Community Service (MGD) in the Division for Social Impact held its annual general meeting 
(AGM) on 26 September. The AGM is a platform for reporting on the activities of MGD’s primary 
healthcare, one-stop volunteer and matric programmes, and for celebrating their impact.  

The primary healthcare programme provides Medicine and Health Sciences students real-world 
clinical experience in a community setting, while the one-stop volunteer programme offers students 
the opportunity to become involved in volunteer initiatives through clusters or residences on both 
Stellenbosch and Tygerberg campus. Both these programmes recently received co-curricular 
accreditation. This will ensure that dedicated student volunteers receive formal recognition for 
social impact on their academic transcripts. 

The matric programme, in turn, offers education and training to adult learners who wish to obtain 
their matric certificates. Enrolments in the programme, which is presented in partnership with DHET, 
are growing steadily. For 2017/2018, 204 learners enrolled, of which 174 registered for the 
May/June exams this year. For 2018/2019, enrolments have reached 244 learners. 

In the second semester, MGD trained 40 student volunteers in development, volunteerism, 
leadership and project planning. As part of their experiential learning, the students were required to 
complete 30 hours of volunteering at a non-governmental organisation or other institution of their 
choice.  

Student communities have shown great interest in social impact, with various projects being run 
across the University. Over the past few months, several new initiatives have also been registered 
through the MGD office and their volunteering programmes. MGD is now working to get these 
student volunteer projects registered on the Social Impact Knowledge Platform, which encourages 
collaboration between faculties and divisions.  

4.5 Training of community leaders 

This year, 24 members from communities around Stellenbosch and the Drakenstein district signed 
up for training provided by MGD as part of the e’Bosch initiative. Training took place from 5 May to 

http://www.sun.ac.za/si/en-za/Pages/search-initiatives.aspx
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21 July and culminated in the presentation of participants’ work to a panel. Trainees received their 
certificates on 29 August. 

The training included leadership development, understanding policy frameworks, putting ideas into 
action, innovation, writing a project proposal, and a community site visit.  

A second round of e’Bosch-linked training for 40 community members from Kayamandi commenced 
in October. 

4.6 Impact through arts and culture 

The final of the annual Sanlam Woorde Open Wêrelde (WOW) spelling festival took place in 
Stellenbosch on Saturday 20 October. A record number of more than 700 schools from all nine 
provinces took part in Afrikaans, English First Additional Language and isiXhosa (the latter only in the 
Western Cape, and only for Grades 4 and 6). SU hosted more than 1 000 guests on the competition 
day. Through this initiative, the University reaches out to South Africans of all ages and from all 
communities.  

The programme for the 20th SU Woordfees, taking place from 1 to 10 March 2019, was scheduled  
to be launched at an all-night event from 16 to 17 November at the time of compiling this report. 
New works by Brett Bailey, Antjie Krog and Christo Davids are but some of the highlights on next 
year’s programme. The festival will also be repositioning in terms of layout and will for the first  
time feature a fringe event and a mobile app. Entering its 21st year, the festival will be aptly  
themed “Jonk/Young”.  

Our world-renowned SU Choir recorded a new CD in September, and its launch in March 2019 will 
expand their reach even further. Moreover, the long-awaited and international award-winning film 
Kanarie, which features 24 members and recordings of the 2017 SU Choir, was released in mid-
October and is being screened in cinemas nationwide. The international television news channel 
CNN recently screened a 20-minute insert on the SU Choir as part of its programme Inside Africa. 
Click here to view part 1, part 2 and part 3. The award-winning SU Choir is still ranked as the number 
one choir in the world on the Interkultur world rankings. In July, the choir also made a clean sweep 
at the prestigious Llangollen International Musical Eisteddfod in Wales, winning all three categories 
they participated in – youth choirs (with a score of 95,5%)‚ mixed choirs (90,3%) and open choirs 
(95%). The YouTube video of their rendition of John Legend’s song “All of me” already boasts more 
than a million views, while “Say something” is nearing the four million mark.  

4.7 Impact through sport  

Leadership: Quintin van Rooyen, Maties Sport manager for rugby, was elected chairperson of USSA 
Western Cape in September. 

5.  Expanding internationalisation 

Expanding internationalisation is one of seven institutional strategies outlined in our IP 2018–2023, 
which clarifies that SU seeks to use internationalisation to equip its graduates and academics to 
prosper as citizens of a potentially more volatile and a fast-paced technologically advancing world. 
We want to empower them to make internationally significant contributions that have a positive 
impact on society worldwide. 

5.1 Visiting delegations 

Highlights in the reporting period included the following: 

Prof Hester Klopper and I hosted consular representatives from 15 countries on 17 September.  
This was the third visit of this kind in the past few years and was facilitated by Dr Prieur du Plessis, 
honorary consul for Slovenia and former SU Council member. 

https://app.frame.io/presentations/35e729de-a03d-4e5e-9a6a-3fc9a7205f59
https://app.frame.io/presentations/707700c0-51fd-47ae-be7f-b3f782b17895
https://app.frame.io/presentations/f1830d1b-c697-439b-b58a-bfdd4c4a52c3
https://www.interkultur.com/world-rankings/
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5756
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOjYbS3aCak
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdnPAIFn32A
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On 24 October, SU honoured Mr Ed Royce, chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee of the 
United States Congress, by presenting him with SU’s Pro Bene Merito medal for his role in 
promoting economic, political and environmental interests in Africa. Royce is an original sponsor of 
the 2000 African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) and rallied support for the President’s 
Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR).  

5.2 International visits 

From 14 to 19 October, I led an SU delegation to the USA – specifically Northwestern University, the 
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Stanford University and the University of California 
Berkeley. The overarching aim was to engage with the institutions in the broad field of data science 
in support of SU’s intention to establish a school for data science and computational thinking at SU. 
Members of the delegation came from various fields, as the School is intended to be an 
interdisciplinary structure. They were: 

 Prof Hester Klopper, Deputy Vice-Chancellor: Strategy and Internationalisation; 

 Prof Wikus van Niekerk, Dean: Engineering; 

 Prof Ronel du Preez, Vice-Dean: Learning and Teaching in Economic and Management 
Sciences; 

 Prof Danie Brink, Dean: AgriSciences; 

 Prof Louise Warnich, Dean: Science; 

 Prof Tony Leysens, Dean: Arts and Social Sciences; 

 Prof Nico Gey van Pittius, Vice-Dean: Research in Medicine and Health Sciences; and 

 Ms Lidia du Plessis, SU International. 

We gathered valuable information about various models in terms of structure, programmes and 
collaboration with industry. 

5.3 Engagement with the rest of the African continent 

Various engagement initiatives on the continent outside the borders of South Africa took place in 
the reporting period, details of which follow below. 

Launch of ARUA centres of excellence  

In September, Prof Hester Klopper attended a deputy vice-chancellors’ meeting of ARUA (African 
Research Universities Alliance) in Nigeria, hosted by the University of Lagos. Prior to the meeting, 
Mr Nico Elema, manager of our Centre for Collaboration in Africa (CCA), attended the launch of the 
ARUA centres of excellence in unemployment and skills development as well as urbanisation and 
habitable cities. Prof Aslam Fataar, a distinguished professor in our Faculty of Education as well as a 
member of Council, also attended and participated in the thematic discussions.  

FUPRE and BIUST to collaborate with SU  

September also saw Prof Akii Ibhadode, vice-chancellor of the Federal University of Petroleum 
Resources, Effurun (FUPRE), Nigeria, approach us to foster further research collaborations between 
FUPRE, the Botswana International University of Science and Technology (BIUST) and SU. As a result, 
Prof Dimitri Dimitrov from our Department of Industrial Engineering has already hosted five students 
from FUPRE and BIUST to make use of our facilities for their research. 

University of Ghana  

In October, Mr Nico Elema from CCA and Mr Anele Mdepa from Student Affairs accompanied five of 
our SRC members on a visit to the University of Ghana. This initiative forms part of the CCA’s 
programme to facilitate SU student visits to institutions on the continent to promote awareness of 
higher education in Africa. 
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SANWATCE initiative 

As part of the activities of the secretariat for the AU/NEPAD Southern African Network of Water 
Centres of Excellence (SANWATCE), Mr Nico Elema attended the 11th African Ministers’ Council on 
Water (AMCOW) meeting in Libreville, Gabon, from 25 October to 2 November.  

Hosting of the Warwick in Africa teachers training conference  

In October, SU International’s Global Education Centre hosted the Warwick in Africa teachers 
training conference in collaboration with the Mathematics Department and the Centre for Student 
Recruitment and Career Advice. The conference aimed to support the personal and professional 
development of the Warwick in Africa lead teachers from Ghana, Tanzania and South Africa. 
Warwick in Africa is a multi-layered programme of the University of Warwick, United Kingdom, to 
help learners and their teachers in the aforesaid three African countries. 

Periperi U risk methods school 

Stellenbosch University’s Research Alliance for Disaster and Risk Reduction (RADAR), which serves as 
secretariat for Periperi U, was instrumental in establishing and organising a two-week risk methods 
school held at Ardhi University in Tanzania in September. This unique, innovative event was partly 
funded by the United Nations Development Programme and was supported by the World Health 
Organisation. A second school is being planned in Senegal for February 2019, and it is anticipated 
that SU will again fulfil a similar role. 

eLearning Africa conference 

The eLearning Africa conference, the continent’s largest gathering on technology-assisted learning 
and training, took place at the Kigali Convention Centre, Rwanda, from 26 to 28 September. 
This included plenaries, networking, interactive sessions and workshops. The event also coincided 
with the annual ministerial roundtable meeting of African ministers of education and information 
technology. Prof Sarah Howie and Ms Corina du Toit represented our Africa Centre for Scholarship.  

5.4 Short programmes 

In October and November, our Global Education Centre hosted 21 students from the International 
School of Management (ISM) in Paris. The students, who originally hail from across the globe, were 
enrolled in the ISM’s executive MBA programme. SU academic staff presented courses in innovation 
and internationalisation.  

5.5 Training in internationalisation 

Six professional and administrative support staff formed part of SU International’s first support staff 
development programme in close collaboration with Human Resources. The group visited 
KU Leuven, Belgium, and the University of Leipzig, Germany, from 6 to 13 October, where they 
attended training workshops in internationalisation and interacted with their overseas counterparts.  

5.6 Fundraising and friendraising abroad 

During the third quarter of 2018 – July to September – a number of alumni engagement events were 
held across South Africa and beyond. 

Our United Kingdom-based alumni coordinator, Darryn Havenga, continues to facilitate innovative 
ways for our alumni there to reconnect and network with one another, and thereby reaffirm their 
affinity with their alma mater. On 3 September, for instance, over 40 Maties alumni in London 
gathered for a wine and braai evening.  

Our hub coordinator in the Nordic region, Folkers Tullki-Williams, continues to make progress in 
reaching out to alumni in Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Iceland. A Maties networking 
event took place in Uppsala on 21 September with Prof Amanda Gouws as guest speaker. 
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Development and Alumni Relations (DAR) also hosted an alumni dinner in Oslo on 15 October, which 
was attended by 30 of the estimated 360 alumni we have in that region. 

North America 

Based on what we saw at four alumni events hosted by DAR in North America in October, our 
dynamic alumni there continue to be passionate about Maties and are keen to be involved with their 
alma mater. 

Assisted by our Canadian hub coordinator, Steven Rosendorff, a Vancouver event took place on 
16 October. We were pleased to engage with a diverse group of alumni, including Mr Andy Caltiz, 
CEO of LNG Canada, who has successfully delivered the single largest infrastructure capital project in 
that country’s history (C$40 billion). Alumni from various of our faculties attended, all expressing a 
keen interest in remaining connected to their alma mater. Dr Johan Oosthuizen volunteered to assist 
with future activities for the British Columbia region.  

An event in Los Angeles (LA) on 17 October attracted a group of young alumni. To many of them, 
this was their first contact with their alma mater post-graduation. As her way of giving of her time to 
SU, Ms Tarryn Cawood volunteered to be part of an LA hub committee to help alumni connect with 
other Maties in LA and the greater Southern California. 

Prof Hester Klopper and a number of deans and vice-deans joined me in attending the San Francisco 
alumni dinner on 18 October. As could be expected in Silicon Valley, several of the alumni present – 
including Zach Koekemoer and Helgardt Avenant – have connections to tech start-ups. I highlighted 
the challenges and opportunities posed to universities by trends such as global mobility, 
internationalisation, the digital revolution and the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Maggie Visser 
volunteered to be part of the San Francisco hub team. 

The Denver event on 22 October – our first in that city – drew alumni from across Colorado. 
Prof Hester Klopper, who served as speaker, provided insights into internationalisation and 
highlighted key aspects of SU’s Centenary commemoration and our new Vision 2040. 
Francisca Pretorius volunteered to be the coordinator of the Denver hub. 

In our experience, our alumni in the United States and Canada are loyal ambassadors of SU who 
actively influence the way those in North America think about SU.  

UK funding for research in Africa 

At the end of October, I formed part of a delegation of vice-chancellors (VCs) from ARUA (African 
Research Universities Alliance) to London. There we met with UK Research and Innovation (UKRI) 
 – a new funding body that brings together the seven existing research councils in the United 
Kingdom (UK), as well as Innovate UK and Research England.  

UKRI concluded a memorandum of understanding with the delegation to provide funding to the 
ARUA centres of excellence, using them as the basis for a hub-and-spoke model. The aim is to build 
significant capacity for science and research across African universities in pursuit of the United 
Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals. 

The ARUA delegation also met with VCs of Russell Group, an association of 24 leading UK 
universities, to discuss future collaboration, as well as with University College London and the School 
of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) University of London. 

I found the interactions both hospitable and informative, and have since briefed the Rectorate. 
Profs Hester Klopper (Deputy Vice-Chancellor: Strategy and Internationalisation) and Eugene Cloete 
(Vice-Rector: Research, Innovation and Postgraduate Studies) will be pursuing the matter further to 
potentially secure funding for research at SU. SU hosts the ARUA Centre of Excellence in Energy.  
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5.7 Raising SU’s international profile  

We successfully hosted the World Bank in Stellenbosch on 21 September. Their itinerary included a 
meeting with me, an engagement with students at the Frederik Van Zyl Slabbert Institute for Student 
Leadership Development, a public lecture on the World Development Report at the Department of 
Economics, and an engagement with the deans of Law, Arts and Social Sciences, as well as Economic 
and Management Sciences. This new model of engagement by DAR is aimed at raising SU’s 
international profile. 

The Andrew W Mellon Foundation celebrated its 30th year of grant-making in Southern Africa on 
5 October. In addition to a two-day conference hosted by SU, a celebratory event was held at 
Lanzerac. I welcomed the guests and thanked the Mellon Foundation for their substantial support to 
the humanities over the years. Guests included representatives from UCT, UWC and other Mellon 
Foundation beneficiaries. The newly elected president of the foundation, Elizabeth Alexander, 
remarked on the important bonds forged with Southern African universities over the past 30 years, 
and the exciting prospects offered by research partnerships.  

5.8 Maties sport on the global stage 

Chess: Maties chess player Michelle Fisher received South African senior colours and was selected to 
represent South Africa at the 43rd World Chess Olympiad in Batumi, Georgia. 

Netball: Maties netball players Stephanie Brandt and Nichole Taljaard formed part of the South 
African student netball team who competed in the World University Netball competition in Uganda. 
The team won silver. 

Hockey: Maties hockey player Ammaarah Hendricks was selected to represent South Africa at the 
Youth Olympics, while Maties stalwart Keenan Horne was included in the senior World Cup squad. 

Swimming: Michelle Weber and Darren Minnies (non-students) were selected for the national 
senior team to the Africa Open Water Championships. Eric le Roux (student) and coach Cedric Finch, 
in turn, were selected for the national junior team to the World Junior Open Water Championships 
of FINA, the international aquatic sports federation. 

Water Polo: Students Lwazi Madi, Cameron Laurenson, Nicholas Downes, alumnus Lood Rabie and 
Jason Evezard, who had interrupted his studies to take up a three-year scholarship in the United 
States, but remained a club member, were selected for the South African senior men’s team who 
participated in the FINA World Cup in Germany in September. Christine Abrahamse and Georgia 
Moir were included in the national senior squad for the women’s FINA World Cup event in Russia in 
September. Finally, Tasmin Waite was selected for the junior team to represent our country at the 
FINA Youth World Championships for women in Serbia in August/September. 

International partnerships: Maties Sport has an expanding international footprint, which includes a 
number of partnerships with researchers from abroad. For instance, the Centre for Human 
Performance Sciences (CHPS) and the University of Limerick continue to pursue multiple lines of 
academic inquiry into golf. A relationship with the Global Sport Institute at Arizona State University 
is also being developed to explore the theme of race and sport.  

Visit abroad: Chief Director Ilhaam Groenewald and High-Performance Sport Unit head Sean Surmon 
visited various universities in the United States in August/September. They called on several 
university sport facilities, where they touched base with their American counterparts on topics such 
as high-performance programmes (including medicine and sport science, academic programme 
management and recruitment), fundraising and commercialisation, training and development of 
sport managers and coaches, as well as recreational and wellness programmes. 
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5.9 Campus Health Services  

Campus Health Services (CHS) participated in four symposia at the 35th biennial world conference of 
the International Federation of Sports Medicine (FIMS) in Rio de Janeiro from 12 to 15 September. 
Our delegates presented on topics such as illnesses in student athletes, concussion, physical activity 
in public spaces, and the status of physical activity among South African youth.  

6.  Advancing systemic transformation 

Systemic transformation is one of seven institutional strategies outlined in our IP 2018–2023. 
All dimensions of university life are involved in the transformation and renewal process, and at the 
same time contribute to the transformation of society.  

6.1 Visual redress – Pieter Okkers House 

As a way of remembering the 3 700 residents who were uprooted from Die Vlakte in central 
Stellenbosch between 1964 and 1971 because of the Group Areas Act, SU’s Africa Open Institute 
(AOI) for Music, Research and Innovation officially named its offices after the man who had 
originally built it as a family home, the late Pieter James Andrew Okkers. 

The naming ceremony on 9 October started at the Old Lückhoff School in Banhoek Road before 
concluding at the house at 7 Joubert Street. Okkers and his wife, Rosina, raised their children there 
before the house was sold in 1951. The University bought it in 1973.  

The ceremony was attended by descendants and other members of the Okkers family, as well as 
members of the community affected by the forced removals. After research by Dr Marietjie Pauw 
from AOI (to appear in “Life writing 7 Joubert Street”, Phulaphula Online Journal, 1:2018, in 
November) and consultation with the family, many of whom live in Idas Valley today, the property 
was named Pieter Okkers House. 

The naming/renaming of buildings at the University is guided by SU policy, and the application for 
naming the house followed all the necessary institutional processes, ending in final approval by the 
Executive Committee of Council.  

Visual redress at SU is aimed at visually representing stories, history and experiences of the 
University in a number of ways. The Pieter Okkers House is the first of many houses in what used to 
be Die Vlakte that will be contextualised to help restore the stories of this historic neighbourhood.  

This is just one of the University’s attempts to restore the historical relations between the SU and 
the broader community of Stellenbosch. The Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, for instance, hosts a 
permanent installation about Die Vlakte, and in 2016, SU also established a bursary fund for 
descendants of individuals removed from the area.  

The AOI will in future form part of the walking tour of Die Vlakte that is being planned by the 
Transformation Office and the Committee on Visual Redress. Uniform wall plaques with information 
and pictures of former residents will be installed at relevant sites along the route. 

6.2 Employment equity 

The Vice Rector: Social Impact, Transformation and Personnel along with the Chief Director: Human 
Resources and Director: Employment Equity completed their site visits to all environments (both 
faculties and PASS divisions) in September.  
The purpose was to re-orientate environments regarding the University’s employment equity 
imperatives. 

Environments were requested to articulate in their respective environmental plans what initiatives 
were being planned to accelerate employment equity, what barriers they needed to overcome, as 
well as the aspirational, realistic and contextual targets they would pursue at job levels 9 and above. 
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They were asked to submit their revised plans to the Director: Employment Equity by 30 September. 
These inputs will be utilised to compile the revised employment equity targets for resubmission to 
the Department of Labour by 15 January 2019. 

The common denominator in most conversations was the need for central institutional financial 
assistance to bridge the gap where candidates have been identified for succession appointments.  

The following barriers were identified: 

 The Rector’s Strategic Personnel Fund is useful yet insufficient, as after three years, the 
funding for appointments needs to be absorbed and integrated into the personnel plan of 
faculties. 

 In terms of remuneration, environments are unable to meet the salary expectations of 
designated-group candidates due to budget limitations and financial constraints. 

 The competition for scarce skills with the private sector and other universities is fierce. 

 Succession planning and retention of staff from designated groups are inadequate. 

The institutional culture and language policy seem to be unattractive to designated groups from 
outside the region. 

6.3 Transformation Office 

As part of its communication portfolio, the Transformation Office opened Facebook and Twitter 
profiles in August and has since generated regular news items and social media posts on 
transformation activities and debates at SU. Search for @sutransform to take part in the 
conversation. 

Like most other South African universities, SU is constantly looking for better models to embed 
transformation as an imperative at our institution. To this end, SU Council member Prof André Keet, 
who chairs the ministerial oversight committee on transformation in South African public 
universities, led a strategic session on 24 October with members of the SU Transformation Office, 
representatives of our broader transformation portfolio, as well as various other SU stakeholders. 
The aim was to assess our institutional model of embedded transformation with a view to using it to 
accelerate transformation at SU.  

The Transformation Office has appointed a Transformation Faculty Manager, who joined the 
University in November. The position is aimed at strengthening the sharing of best practice, 
enhancing curriculum renewal and supporting transformation communities in faculties.  

6.4 Transformation Indaba  

The Transformation Office hosted its annual Transformation Indaba themed “All voices” on 
19 October, providing participants with the opportunity to reflect on transformation challenges and 
progress in 2018. Already in its second year, the event set the tone for next year’s transformation 
priorities within faculties and PASS environments.  

Organised around key aspects of SU’s Vision 2040 and Strategic Framework 2019–2024, the Indaba 
grappled with the transformation needed to make SU a thriving organisation. It explored helpful and 
unhelpful aspects of the current institutional culture, what a transformative student experience 
should look like, as well as support for mental health and the well-being of students and staff.  

Profs Ronelle Carolissen and Rob Pattman also spoke about their forthcoming book, Transforming 
transformation in research and teaching at South African universities. 

The Indaba could hardly be considered a success if it did not take attendees out of their comfort 
zones. Students and staff raised various issues and questions in a frank manner, many of which were 
addressed by members of the University management in attendance. Students specifically spoke out 
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strongly about mental health issues on campus and called for a separate campus-wide mental health 
indaba. 

The Indaba was held at Monica residence, not only to firmly embed the transformation debate in the 
SU community, but also as a cost-saving measure. Attendees were encouraged to bring along non-
perishable food items, which were donated to the #Move4Food campaign. Deliberate cost savings 
made in the planning of the event will also go towards #Move4Food. 

6.5 Transformation competencies  

In the reporting period, a range of divisions and departments collaborated with the Transformation 
Office to host Siyakhula dialogue events for their staff members. They were:  

 the Operations and Finance responsibility centre;  

 the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences’ leadership programme;  

 the Department of Social Work;  

 the Library and Information Service;  

 the Centre for Admission and Residence Placement; and  

 the Department of Anaesthesiology and Critical Care.  

In addition, 23 staff members from across the University completed the three-day Siyakhula 
workshop “Embracing the new normal”.  

The Transformation Office also facilitated the multicultural competency component of the module 
“Doctor as change agent in communities” in the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, and 
delivered an open lecture on transformational leadership in the Faculty of Engineering.  

6.6 Imbizo365 engagements 

In the past term, Imbizo365, the Transformation Office’s programme for year-round campus 
engagement on social issues, addressed gender, disability and heritage.  

Gender  

On 1 August, more than 20 SU students and staff took part in the national #TotalShutdown march 
against gender-based violence. The event brought together Gender DynamiX, the Saartjie Baartman 
Centre for Women and Children, Child Welfare South Africa, religious communities and higher 
education institutions in advocacy for vulnerable women and children. A memorandum was handed 
to President Cyril Ramaphosa on the evening of the march.  

Later in August, the Transformation Office marked Women’s Month by collaborating with various 
institutional partners to present a public address by Dr Nkozasana Dlamini-Zuma titled 
“Acknowledging womxn voices in leadership”. Other events included the screening of a 
documentary on confronting sexual abuse, and an open-mic poetry session.  

Disability 

As part of Disability Month (September), the Casual Day event at SU saw wide representation of 
people with disabilities on campus. This included the Stellenbosch Work Centre, a visually impaired 
team of the Western Province Bowlers Club, our own Disability Unit as well as the Dis-Maties 
student society. All participants portrayed the day’s theme “Be an everyday hero for people with 
disabilities”. Various interactive activities were hosted for staff, students and stakeholders to 
enhance social cohesion and raise funds for a range of non-governmental organisations.  

Heritage 

In the run-up to Heritage Day, a panel discussion at the SU Museum on 18 September focused on 
persistent inequality in Stellenbosch. The discussion was moderated by the Division for Social Impact 
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and hosted in partnership with the e’Bosch initiative and the Transformation Office. It formed part 
of SU’s Centenary programme.  

The panellists were Mr Yeki Mosomothane from our Centre for Student Structures and 
Communities, Stellenbosch-based architect Mr Dennis Moss, Visual Arts PhD candidate Ms Stephané 
Conradie, and Mr Shirle Cornellisen, a staff member from the Faculty of Theology.  

They highlighted the stark contrast between the extreme poverty experienced in an area such as 
Kayamandi and the abundant opportunities elsewhere in Stellenbosch, and called on businesses and 
the University to do more to promote development in disadvantaged areas. 

6.7 Maties Rugby Club gets a new president 

Prof Mohammad Karaan, professor in Agricultural Economics at SU, was recently appointed as the 
new president of the Maties Rugby Club. Karaan, the first black person in this role, takes over from 
Mr Freddie Ferreira, who served as president of this prestigious club for two terms. Karaan is a 
former dean of the Faculty of AgriSciences at SU and was also acting Vice-Rector: Social Impact, 
Transformation and Personnel in 2014. 

7.  Enhancing systemic sustainability 

Improving SU’s systemic sustainability is a focus area of the University listed in the IIS 2013–2018. 
In the IP 2018–2023, sustainability is defined as a systemic concept relating to the continuity of 
economic, social, institutional and environmental aspects of human society. We also recognise that 
the critical activities of a higher education institution must at least be ecologically sound, socially just 
and economically viable, and should continue to be so for future generations.  

7.1 Vision 2040 and Strategic Framework 2019–2024  

The launch of SU’s Vision 2040 and Strategic Framework 2019–2024 on 24 July marked the 
beginning of phase 2 (strategy uptake) and phase 3 (strategy alignment) of the process. These 
phases will run in tandem until June 2019, after which phase 3 will continue for another year until 
June 2020.  

As the first step towards strategy uptake, members of senior management were assigned to groups 
in accordance with the various themes in the strategic framework. At a workshop facilitated by 
Profs Hester Klopper and Johann Mouton on 20 September, members were introduced to the 
methodology that would be used in refining the objectives for every theme goal. The theme groups 
were requested to submit their end products by the end of October for subsequent discussion and 
finalisation.  

At the same time, and in close collaboration with the Corporate Communication Division, the roll-
out of the new vision, mission and values began. A ‘toolkit’ will be created to help managers share 
the new vision and strategic framework with their staff members and other relevant stakeholders.  
This will ensure consistent messaging across the University. 

7.2 Institutional Plan 

An updated version of the SU Institutional Plan (IP) has to be submitted to the DHET in December 
every year. It covers a rolling six-year period, which in this instance will be 2019–2024. 

The plan will be closely aligned with our new Vision 2040 and Strategic Framework 2019–2024. 
However, some aspects of the strategic framework that are still work in progress, such as the 
strategic management indicators, will be aligned with IP 2020.  

Compilation of the IP commenced in October. The process has been significantly simplified thanks to 
greater alignment between the faculties’ environmental plans, the strategic framework and the IP.  
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7.3 Expanding hybrid learning (mode-2 offering) 

In May, a task team of the Rectorate tabled a framework for SU’s mode-2 offering, also known as 
hybrid learning. The proposal was workshopped with faculties and PASS divisions on 13 August. The 
aim was to agree on overarching principles that SU should apply to hybrid learning offerings; the 
challenges and solutions anticipated; the most likely programme offerings and their target student 
markets; and the institutional support needed to expand SU’s offering in this regard. 

A first draft financial model was developed to calculate the income and full costs of hybrid learning 
programmes. Financial breakeven shall be a prerequisite for offering any hybrid learning short 
course, module or programme.  

The framework report and workshop outputs are now being used to develop a “business case”, 
which will be the subject of consultation with faculties, PASS environments and Senate. The goal is 
to secure strategic institutional funds to significantly expand the University’s academic offering to 
relevant student markets. 

7.4 Scholarship of Teaching & Learning  

The 11th annual Scholarship of Teaching & Learning (SoTL) conference took place on 29 and 
30 October. It attracted 220 delegates from across all ten faculties of the University, with 
85 presentations and an impressive range of topics, such as innovative teaching, graduate attributes, 
curriculum design, assessment and feedback, the use of technology, postgraduate education and 
interdisciplinary teaching. The opening keynote address, “Leading for learning: Building on your 
values and teaching expertise”, was delivered by Dr Kathleen M Quinlan from the University of Kent.  

7.5 2018 Research Indaba 

The 2018 Research Indaba was held on 22 October at Lanzerac. The annual Indaba aims to provide 
an opportunity where researchers from across SU’s ten faculties can discuss and debate topics of 
common interest.  

The focus this year was on the wellness of our researchers, the pressures of being an academic in a 
complex higher education environment, and finding ways to cope with these pressures and build a 
thriving research career. The event attracted more than 70 researchers – the most registered 
delegates to date.  

7.6 Student engagement and leadership training 

SU has increased the number and frequency of student conversations in residences, student 
organisations and the cluster system. One example is the Listening Café hosted by the Centre for 
Student Leadership and Structures. These events are attended by SRC members, other invited 
student leaders and SU management. 

The Division for Student Affairs increased their planned engagements, involved Rectorate members 
in student panel discussions, and expanded their role of hosting and taking part in regular events 
with students. 

The student leaders conference SULeads is an innovative way to expand leadership learning beyond 
positional leaders. More than 1 400 SU student leaders attended this year’s programme on 9 and 
10 September.  

Ultimately, the aim is to build a relationship of trust between SU managers and student leaders in 
order to resolve issues through dialogue, plans and actions.  
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7.7 Development and Alumni Relations 

7.7.1 Fundraising 

Donations to SU  

Donations for the nine months from January to September 2018 totalled R227,46 million. This is 
23,1% more compared to the corresponding period in 2017. 
 

 Jan-Sep 2017 Jan-Sep 2018 %∆ 

International R40,97 m R38,43 m -6,2% 

National R96,86 m R105,10 m 8,5% 

Bequests R23,77 m R31,35 m 31,9% 

Individual 
≥R50' R21,75 m R49,83 m 129,1% 

Annual Fund R1,36 m R2,76 m 102,0% 

TOTAL R184,73 m R227,46 m 23,1% 

Table 2: Donations to SU, January to September 2017 vs January to September 2018  

Highlights in DAR’s various fundraising portfolios include the following: 

Individual giving and bequests  

 The Wilfred Metje Foundation donated R7 million. 

 We received a number of large property and testamentary pledges.  

South African corporates, foundations and trusts (including bursaries) 

 A Centenary donor acknowledgement event was hosted for the Het Jan Marais Nationale 
Fonds on 20 September, where trustees were treated to a special lunch. Senior colleagues 
and I thanked them for their longstanding support. 

Special projects 

 Meetings were held with Ryk Neethling and his Val de Vie staff to explore opportunities for 
outreach, collaboration as well as funding. As an outcome, Prof Jonathan Jansen delivered a 
public Thought Leader lecture at the residential estate on 26 October. It was well received, 
so this type of collaboration with partners in the form of quarterly lectures and interactions 
is likely to continue.  

 Identification of new high net-worth donors has begun. DAR has outlined a plan to connect 
them with the University through a pilot project, which will be rolled out more broadly at a 
later stage. 

7.7.2 Alumni relations 

During the past quarter, 75 communication e-mailers, including electronic newsletters, were 
disseminated to SU alumni, residences, faculties, departments and student societies. 

Information on local engagements with alumni follows below. See 5.6 for international 
engagements. 

I addressed a vibrant, diverse and mostly young and upwardly mobile group of alumni in Sandton on 
20 August. A Gauteng alumni steering committee has now been established.  

A diverse group of over 60 alumni attended an event in Durban on 6 September. We are looking to 
establish a Durban alumni club, and initial meetings with a proposed steering committee took place 
as part of this engagement in KwaZulu-Natal. 
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On 19 September, it was Worcester’s turn for an alumni event, which was hosted in partnership 
with SU’s Ukwanda Centre for Rural Health. Here, Prof Stan du Plessis, Chief Operating Officer, 
addressed former Maties from as far afield as Robertson and surrounding towns. 

DAR extended a special invitation to our alumni to attend the Res Rugby Derby on 21 September, 
contested by Huis Marais, Huis Visser, Dagbreek (winner), Wilgenhof, Eendrag, Helshoogte, 
Simonsberg and Helderberg. Judging by information from the various residence networks, decent 
alumni attendance and participation levels were achieved.  

7.8  Addressing food insecurity on our campuses  

I previously reported that the #Move4Food campaign, a student-led fundraising initiative adopted 
by DAR, aims to create food banks on our Stellenbosch and Tygerberg campuses. I also mentioned 
that the campaign had set the ambitious target of raising R10 million in donations (cash and goods) 
in 100 days to ensure that none of our students go hungry. 

The campaign kicked off on 20 August, building towards SU’s first ever 24-hour Campus Giving Day 
on 21 September. A student team worked tirelessly with our DAR project manager to obtain the 
various residences and PSOs’ support. Support on campus was truly heartening. Vesta PSO and Huis 
Ten Bosch competed to see who could cycle the longest distance at the #Move4Food spin-a-thon. 
Aristea made a dance video and challenged other PSOs to donate food items. Academia hosted a 
movie night, Serruria collected tinned food, and the Golden Key Society hosted a fundraising raffle.  

The 24-hour spin-a-thon in the Neelsie was a key event on Campus Giving Day. Both students and 
staff participated, and from personal experience, I can confirm that it was great fun for a good cause.  

The student society Engineering without Borders erected a massive “lunchbox” in the Neelsie where 
non-perishable food donations could be deposited. By the end of the week, it had yielded 
over 15 000 meal items.  

On the weekend of 22–23 September, #Move4Food kicked up a gear with 110 staff members, 
alumni, students and friends of the University running in various races of different lengths presented 
by the Sanlam Cape Town Marathon. I completed the full 42 km race in 4 hours 16 minutes. A total 
of 45 fundraising projects were created on the GivenGain platform 
(https://www.givengain.com/cc/su100/) for the marathon and other events, and more than 
R300 000 has been raised to date. This peer-to-peer fundraising effort made SU the top GivenGain 
fundraiser in connection with the marathon. We were delighted to see staff members such as the 
Registrar, Dr Ronel Retief, alumni such as Elana Meyer and many others being so supportive of this 
campaign. 

We have raised over R1 million of our total, and more fundraising projects are being added as we 
now build momentum towards International Giving Tuesday on 27 November. The current phase of 
the campaign is focused on challenging corporates, trusts and foundations to match (and increase) 
the funds raised by our staff, students and alumni.  

 

Figure 2: #Move4Food marketing material  

http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5779
https://www.givengain.com/cc/su100/
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7.9 Corporate Communication 

7.9.1 Crisis communication plan 

One of the priorities of the Corporate Communication Division (CCD) for 2018 – an institutional crisis 
communication plan – was approved by the Rectorate on 21 August. Next steps include a project to 
encourage staff members to update their mobile phone numbers on the Oracle system to enable 
crisis communication via SMS, and the creation of a crisis communication webpage. As far as could 
be determined, this is the first formally approved crisis communication plan for the institution.  

7.9.2 Brand management and corporate identity  

The Brand and Corporate Identity Department’s role has taken on more significance as the 
Centenary brand identity gains greater internal and external traction. The Centenary brand manual, 
toolkit and artwork have shifted beyond the awareness, information and education phases. During 
the reporting period, a targeted survey was conducted to measure the effectiveness of the 
Centenary brand manual and toolkit, and to ultimately facilitate improvement. 

The results from the survey, as well as the key lessons from the roll-out and application of the 
Centenary brand identity, will feed into the SU brand review project. As part of this project, a brand 
valuation has started with information and data currently being collected and collated. The brand 
review and valuation have been placed under the supervision of Prof Hester Klopper because it is a 
strategic initiative. 

The Centenary brand identity will remain SU’s official 
corporate identity until the next phase of the SU 
brand review has been clearly defined. The Centenary 
brand identity manual has been updated and now 
includes guidelines and rules for other SU sub-brands 
and endorsed identities too.  

Due to repeated enquiries regarding SU branding on 
clothing, a set of corporate clothing guidelines have 
also been designed.  

 

Figure 3: SU corporate clothing guidelines. Click on the figure or visit 
http://stbweb01.stb.sun.ac.za/centenarybrandtoolkit/SU100_Corporate_Clothing_Manual_Oct18.pdf 

 

The Brand and Corporate Identity Department also 
contributes to brand concepts that inform the design 
of CCD’s communication campaigns. These include 
the design of infographics for media articles. 

Figure 4: Infographic design for article on  
mental health published in Cape Times,  
October 2018 

 

 

 

 

 

http://stbweb01.stb.sun.ac.za/centenarybrandtoolkit/SU100_Brand_Manual_Oct18.pdf
http://stbweb01.stb.sun.ac.za/centenarybrandtoolkit/SU100_Brand_Manual_Oct18.pdf
http://stbweb01.stb.sun.ac.za/centenarybrandtoolkit/SU100_Brand_Manual_Oct18.pdf
http://stbweb01.stb.sun.ac.za/centenarybrandtoolkit/SU100_Corporate_Clothing_Manual_Oct18.pdf
http://stbweb01.stb.sun.ac.za/centenarybrandtoolkit/SU100_Corporate_Clothing_Manual_Oct18.pdf
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In addition to providing brand guidance and design support to CCD’s communication campaigns, 
Brand and Corporate Identity collaborates with various stakeholders outside the Division to address 
brand fragmentation challenges. Recent examples of this include the 2019 first-year T-shirt as well 
as the 2019 prospectus designs, for which external suppliers had previously been used. Various 
advertisements were also designed for print publications, such as for the Times Higher Education 
Rankings publication (figure 5) and the Stellenbosch 360 booklet (figure 6). 

  

Figure 5 (above left): Advertisement design for the Times Higher Education Rankings publication  

Figure 6 (above right): Advertisement design for the Stellenbosch 360 booklet  

 

Finally, Brand and Corporate Identity executes the 
visual elements of critical institutional communication, 
such as Vision 2040 and Strategic Framework 2019–
2024. In collaboration with the office of the Senior 
Director: Strategic Initiatives, the visual 
communication elements were developed from 
concept through to design and print: 
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/about-us/strategic-
documents 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Poster design for Vision 2040 and Strategic Framework 
2019–2024 

 

http://www.sun.ac.za/english/about-us/strategic-documents
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/about-us/strategic-documents
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7.9.3 Social media 

SU’s social media presence grew at a steady pace in the reporting period, with the number of 
Facebook followers of our main account (“Stellenbosch University”) breaking through the 100 000 
mark for the first time. Using this platform for campaigns and strategic messages has enabled CCD  
to engage meaningfully with specific audiences. The Division recently also created a second 
institutional Facebook page – “Today at Stellenbosch University” – for news articles. 

We use the Twitter platform for news and short messages on aspects such as safety, registration 
and graduation. Here we also have two institutional accounts – @stellenboschuni (64 000 followers) 
and @matiesstudents (16 000 followers). 

Due to the visual nature of Instagram, it is an ideal platform to showcase the University and, in fact, 
increasingly also serves as the preferred corporate public relations medium nationwide. We have 
close to 9 000 followers here. 

Linkedin is SU’s biggest and fastest-growing social media platform, affording us a valuable 
opportunity to engage with alumni, professionals and donors. We use this account to share some of 
our research outputs in an accessible way. It helps us with relationship-building and brand loyalty, 
and has attracted 124  000 followers. 

7.9.4 Integrated communication campaigns 

Several integrated communication campaigns were rolled out during the reporting period. This was 
done by CCD’s Digital Communication Department in collaboration with other units in the Division. 
Various channels were used, including social media. 

A more focused and strategic approach to our messaging resulted in positive engagement and 
growth. Through collaboration with the Content Hub, we now have a good flow and selection of 
content to use. 

August – Women’s Month campaign 

Eight articles featured in the external media:  

 Prof Nuraan Davids: The Conversation (1 Aug);  
The Star (3 Aug); Weekend Argus (4 Aug) 

 Prof Amanda Gouws: The Conversation (8 Aug); The Citizen (9 Aug); IOL (9 Aug); EWN 
(9 Aug); Sunday Independent (12 Aug); Sunday World  
(12 Aug) 

 Prof Amanda Gouws: The Conversation (24 Aug) 

 Prof Juliana Claassens: News24 (9 Aug) 

 Prof Annika Rudman: Cape Argus (7 Aug);  
Daily News (8 Aug); The Star (10 Aug) 

 Dr Mpho Tlale: Daily News (17 Aug) 

 Dr Azille Coetzee: Cape Times (20 Aug) 

 Rabia Omar: News24 (29 Aug) 

There was also a #WomenofSU video series on social media to acknowledge SU female staff’s impact 
on our students. The campaign formed part of the institution’s Women’s Month activities and was 
extremely effective and popular. 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/stellenboschuniversity/
https://www.facebook.com/todaystellenboschuni/
https://twitter.com/StellenboschUni
https://twitter.com/matiesstudents
https://www.instagram.com/stellenboschuni/
https://za.linkedin.com/school/stellenbosch-university/
https://theconversation.com/female-principals-in-south-africa-the-dynamics-that-get-in-the-way-of-success-100698
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Davids_TheStar_3Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Davids_WeekendArgus_Aug2018.pdf
https://theconversation.com/south-africa-may-finally-be-marching-towards-solutions-to-sexual-violence-101261
https://citizen.co.za/news/south-africa/1993343/sa-may-finally-be-marching-towards-solutions-to-sexual-violence/
https://www.iol.co.za/news/opinion/sa-may-finally-be-marching-towards-solutions-to-sexual-violence-16473167
https://ewn.co.za/2018/08/09/opinion-sa-may-finally-be-marching-towards-solutions-to-sexual-violence
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Gouws_SundayIndependent_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Gouws_SundayWorld_Aug2018.pdf
https://theconversation.com/dont-blame-women-for-leaving-fields-like-engineering-blame-bad-attitudes-101853
https://www.news24.com/Columnists/GuestColumn/women-of-sa-get-your-capes-on-20180809
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/ARudman_CapeArgus_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Rudman_DailyNews_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Rudman_TheStar_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Tlale_DailyNews_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/ACoetzee_CapeTimes_Aug2018.pdf
https://www.news24.com/Columnists/GuestColumn/thankful-and-scared-during-womens-month-20180829
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Screengrab Featured Facebook 

views 

Twitter 

views 

Instagram views 

 

Modiegi Njeyiyana 

View the video here: 
https://youtu.be/EgxGeF0K8hQ  

13 574 773 1 132 

 

Cathy & Gerda Adams 

View the video here: 
https://youtu.be/43lv2OrUtaM  

7 797 275 553 

 

Dr Elmi Lotze 

View the video here: 
https://youtu.be/mnI61QWVmnw  

1 482 245 461 

Table 3: CCD’s #WomenofSU campaign, August 

September – #nolimitSU  

This four-part video series highlighted issues pertaining to SU’s new Disability Access Policy. 

Screengrab  

(Click on image to view video) 

Description Facebook views Twitter views 

 

 

Disability is 

very much part 

of us and our 

everyday lives. 

We live in a 

society where 

people with 

disabilities are 

too easily 

excluded from 

participating in 

everyday 

activities. 

954 175 

 

 

Dyslexia is 

commonly 

referred to as 

an invisible 

disability. 

However, this 

does not 

lessen the 

challenges that 

are faced by 

persons with 

dyslexia. 

1 400 100 

https://youtu.be/EgxGeF0K8hQ
https://youtu.be/43lv2OrUtaM
https://youtu.be/mnI61QWVmnw
https://youtu.be/YmcGIqQ9EZo
https://youtu.be/iaTXVKnkqlU
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One size does 
not fit all when 
it comes to 
solving the 
complex 
issues 
students with 
disabilities 
face. 

1 100 188 

 

 

Deaf persons 
can study at 
SU and 
become 
teachers, 
lawyers or 
anything they 
want.  

6 200 2 200 

Table 4: CCD’s #nolimitSU campaign, September 

October – conclusion of Centenary communication plan 

A Centenary communication plan was implemented at the start of the year. The plan was guided by 
the institutional strategies and themes, the broad SU engagement themes, as well as the Centenary 
objectives, theme and expression. It outlined communication initiatives for each month and 
concluded in October with the #MatieVoices and #SUinHistory campaigns. 

#MatieVoices: This campaign showcased the achievements of SU alumni and was implemented on 
social media and the Centenary website in an integrated way. The Matie Voices section on the 
Centenary website was the most popular content and received 40 000 views. Seventeen Matie 
Voices stories were placed in Matieland, which was distributed to more than 100 000 alumni. 

#SUinHistory: Implemented on social media and in the electronic staff newsletter, this integrated 
campaign featured interesting facts and events in the history of SU and was well received by target 
audiences.  

7.9.5 Integrated reporting  

Our institution-wide commitment to integrated reporting through integrated planning and thinking 
is starting to pay off. The University’s integrated annual report has attracted the attention of a 
Japanese consulting firm helping universities in Japan adopt integrated reporting. The firm has 
approached us to use our report as an example of good practice. Likewise, the University of 
Newcastle is doing research on integrated reporting by universities, and has also identified our 
report as a prime example. Having seen our 2017 report, Chartered Secretaries Southern Africa 
(CSSA) invited us to enter the CSSA-Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) integrated report awards in 
the category for public institutions. 

However, on the journey towards integrated reporting, we still have a long way to go. Some content 
elements still need to be further developed and we are working on those. Meanwhile, a new memo 
to request information for the integrated report for 2018, our Centenary year, has been drafted for 
deans and other contributors. Let us go forward together with integrated reporting! 

7.9.6 Stakeholder engagement 

Prospective students: At this time of year, the undergraduate prospectus publications are being 
updated and prepared for publication with the specialist help of our faculties, departments, 
Registrar’s Office and Academic Administration. The paper publications will be used by the Centre 
for Student Recruitment and Career Advice early next year to recruit our 2020 student intake. More 

https://youtu.be/FUXR1p2SEEU
https://youtu.be/G9xSIvk2B7o
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comprehensive information is published on the prospectus website for students, www.maties.com, 
which is a popular source of information for prospective students. Also note that the old database 
that used to serve the website has now been replaced with a new, stable and efficient one thanks to 
the competent assistance of Information Technology. 

7.10 External communication (SU in the news) 

As it has done for at least the past year, SU continues to claim its spot among the top three 
universities in South Africa in terms of the media monitoring agency PEAR’s dataset. SU generated 
the second-highest number of clips (number of times mentioned in print, online, on radio and on TV)  
in both August and September.  

Some of the articles on institutional matters that featured in the media were the SU theatre complex 
being named after Adam Small (Cape Argus, Cape Times, Die Burger, Eikestadnuus and on Ukhozi 
FM), the research by the Bureau of Economic Research on SU’s local economic impact (Eikestadnuus, 
The Herald, TimesLIVE, Fin24 and BusinessLIVE), Tygerberg campus becoming the first smoke and 
tobacco-free campus in SA (IOL, Radio 702, Cape Talk and EWN) and research by CREST on SA’s 
science improving (Business Day, Cape Times, RSG and Channel Africa).  

The Law Clinic continues to make media waves with, among others, legal action to be taken against 
unscrupulous collection practices (Beeld, Cape Argus, Die Burger, eNews, CNBC Africa, VOCFM, 
Citizen, Pretoria News, The Star and others). Also attracting great media coverage was the landscape 
art project by the Faculty of AgriSciences to celebrate Maties’ contribution to agriculture (Cape 
Argus, Cape Times and Die Burger). The student-inspired #Move4Food campaign, an initiative of 
Development and Alumni Relations, also hit the right media notes (Cape Talk, IOL, Son op Sondag, 
Cape Times, Die Burger, Bolander and Cape Argus). 

According to media monitoring agency PEAR, if only research and innovation is taken as criterion, SU 
generated the highest number of articles in August. Research articles that did well in the media in 
the reporting period included the following:  

 Fuel levy’s end could be nigh (Cape Times, The Star, The Citizen, RSG, Fin24, IOL, Business 
Day and Eikestadnuus) 

 Mental illnesses among youth often ignored, says SU expert (Cape Times, IOL and Die 
Burger) 

 Heat your water at the right time to save electricity (Daily News, Bolander, Tygerburger and 
Business Insider) 

 Settlement in Paralympian’s access case welcomed (Bolander, Cape Argus, Beeld, 
Eikestadnuus and Tygerburger) 

 SA lacks strategy to prevent suicides (SABC3, Rapport, Maroela Media, Mercury, Star, Die 
Burger, Cape Times and Radio 702) 

 Invasive pines fuelled Knysna fires (Cape Times, Die Burger, Knysna-Plett Herald and Cape 
Argus) 

 R2,9 m grant for first-ever postgraduate programme in fire engineering (KFM, Cape Talk, 
Engineering News, Smile FM, Cape Argus and Mercury) 

 How Nike’s hijab sports gear is taking on Islamophobia and patriarchy (The Conversation, 
News24, EWN and The Witness 

Most of these articles were compiled by CCD, and some by communications staff in faculties.  

The following opinion editorials, as facilitated by Dr Alec Basson of Corporate Communication,  
did well in the media: 

http://www.maties.com/
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5898
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5898
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/16589122C34.pdf#page=1
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/1658E3E8E75.pdf#page=1
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/16589397FD5.pdf#page=1
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/165D1757B66.pdf#page=1
http://peararchive3.co.za/SynopsisClip/2018-10-05/bps_2018-10-05_1484241.mp3
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5931
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/165D17ABB92.pdf#page=1
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/165D711CB57.jpg
https://www.fin24.com/Economy/stellenbosch-university-has-r5bn-impact-on-local-economy-study-20180913
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/economy/2018-09-13-stellenbosch-university-study-claims-it-is-worth-r5bn-to-the-local-economy/
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5848
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5848
https://www.iol.co.za/capetimes/stellenbosch-universitys-medical-faculty-to-become-smoke-tobacco-free-zone-16595847
http://www.702.co.za/articles/315445/stellenbosch-university-s-tygerberg-campus-declared-smoke-and-tobacco-free-zone
http://www.capetalk.co.za/articles/315445/stellenbosch-university-s-tygerberg-campus-declared-smoke-and-tobacco-free-zone
https://ewn.co.za/2018/08/15/maties-medicine-facility-to-become-smoke-free-campus-in-sa
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5828
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5828
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/165369BE370.pdf#page=1
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/16536A2C646.pdf#page=1
http://peararchive3.co.za/SynopsisClip/2018-08-14/1460930.mp3
http://peararchive3.co.za/SynopsisClip/2018-08-14/1460743.mp3
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5839
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/1652238D905.pdf#page=1
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/165220AA649.pdf#page=1
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/165220AA649.pdf#page=1
http://peararchive3.co.za/SynopsisClip/2018-08-17/1466523.mp4
http://peararchive3.co.za/SynopsisClip/2018-08-13/1459680.mp4
http://www.vocfm.co.za/landmark-legal-action-set-to-change-the-sa-debt-collection-landscape/
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/16531721948.pdf#page=1
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/165317C6CDB.pdf#page=1
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/165318D64C7.pdf#page=1
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5879
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/1658E6538A4.pdf#page=1
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/1658E6538A4.pdf#page=1
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/1658903ED47.pdf#page=1
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/1658E7BAE73.pdf#page=1
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5861
http://www.capetalk.co.za/articles/316197/stellies-university-launches-move4food-drive-to-fight-student-hunger
https://www.iol.co.za/capeargus/news/maties-launches-move4food-campaign-to-end-hunger-on-campus-16646544
http://www.peararchive2.co.za/media/Print/165567B104C.pdf#page=1
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 “South Africa may finally be marching towards solutions to sexual violence” by Prof Amanda 
Gouws, Political Science: The Conversation, The Citizen, IOL, EWN, Sunday Independent and 
Sunday World 

 “Zero-rated VAT items: how South Africa is going about expanding the list” by Dr Lee-Ann 
Steenkamp, SU Business School: The Conversation, The Mercury, Pretoria News, Cape Times 
and The Citizen 

 “South Africa’s top court legalises the private use of marijuana. Why it’s a good thing” by Dr 
Mary Nel, Faculty of Law: The Conversation, The Citizen, News24, Polity, AlgoaFM, The 
Mercury and Sunday Times 

 “Land reform debate: what’s missing according to South African farmers” by Dr Gert Young, 
Centre for Teaching and Learning: The Conversation, Polity, EWN, The Mercury, Farming 
Portal, The Witness and The Post 

SU researchers and other thought leaders produced 87 opinion editorials (see ADDENDUM) over 
this period – mostly facilitated by Dr Alec Basson – and no fewer than 30 columns. Regular 
contributors in the period of reporting included Profs Thuli Madonsela, Erwin Schwella, Ingrid 
Woolard, Abel Esterhuyse, Danie Brink and Jason Bantjes, as well as Dr Nic Spaull. 

The Media Office at CCD provided the media with lists of experts on Women’s Day and World 
Literacy Day.  

7.11 Media excellence awards 

At the beginning of October, I handed over our first ever media excellence awards at an event that 
coincided with the launch of a special edition of SU’s annual research 
report, Research@Stellenbosch, at the Wallenberg Research Centre at STIAS.  

The awards, an initiative of CCD, were bestowed in three categories, namely newsmakers, media 
thought leaders and co-workers (those who help their colleagues get in the media). The awards 
symbolised a start to giving recognition not only to those who regularly feature in the media, but 
also those who are always available to the media. The awards process and criteria will now be 
refined going forward.  

The newsmaker category honoured entities at the University that ensured significant media 
coverage. The recipients were the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences’ TB research (award 
received by Profs Anneke Hesseling and Gerhard Walzl), the SU Choir (Mr André van der Merwe),  
the SU Law Clinic (Dr Theo Broodryk), AgriSciences’ landscape art project (Prof Danie Brink) and 
Maties Sport. The award to Maties Sport was presented to Ilhaam Groenewald at the 2018 Maties 
Sport awards function on 15 October.  

The thought leaders category gave recognition to those colleagues who either commented, took 
part in interviews, wrote opinion editorials and in some way shaped thinking in our country through 
their contributions in the media. The recipients were Prof Thinus Booysen (Faculty of Engineering), 
Prof Nuraan Davids (Faculty of Education), Prof Faadiel Essop (Faculty of Science), Prof Abel 
Esterhuyse (Faculty of Military Science), Prof Johan Fourie (Faculty of Economic and Management 
Sciences), Prof Pumla Gobodo-Madikizela (Research Chair in Studies in Historical Trauma and 
Transformation), Prof Amanda Gouws (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences), Prof Pieter Gouws 
(Faculty of AgriSciences), Prof Jonathan Jansen (Faculty of Education), Prof Chris Jones (Faculty of 
Theology), Prof Nico Koopman (Vice-Rector: Social Impact, Transformation and Personnel), 
Ms Irene Labuschagne (Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences), Prof Michael le Cordeur (Faculty of 
Education), Prof Thuli Madonsela (Faculty of Law), Dr Morné Mostert (Institute for Futures 
Research), Prof Piet Naudé (Director: SU Business School), Prof Renata Schoeman (SU Business 
School), Prof Erwin Schwella (School of Public Leadership), Dr Nic Spaull (Faculty of Economic and 
Management Sciences), Prof Jantjie Taljaard (Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences), Prof Anton 
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van Niekerk (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences), Dr Leslie van Rooi (Senior Director: Social Impact 
and Transformation) and Prof Jimmy Volmink (Dean: Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences). 

In the third category, co-workers, awards were made to staff members who had made a significant 
contribution to ensure that either the University or their colleagues were featured in the media.  
For 2018, Corporate Communication excluded their own staff to avoid bias. The recipients were 
Ms Wilma Stassen from the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, Ms Wiida Fourie-Basson from 
the Faculty of Science, and Dr Marina Joubert from CREST. 

7.12 Staff and student health and wellness 

Campus Health Services (CHS) plays an important part in promoting staff and student health and 
wellness. Clinical personnel from CHS participated in the activities of various institutional 
task teams, including mental health, food security, alcohol and substance abuse, and others. In 
collaboration with the Frederik Van Zyl Slabbert Institute for Student Leadership Development, CHS 
staff also hosted a workshop for non-healthcare professionals focusing on leadership and wellness in 
the workplace. 

In the run-up to World Heart Day, 28 September, CHS took the lead in combining multiple internal 
and external partners’ efforts in support of the World Heart Foundation (WHF) theme for the year, 
“My Heart, Your Heart”. All activities were aimed at supporting the so-called BESST heart practices 
(blood pressure control, exercise, stop smoking, reduce salt intake, and tell others about it). 
Students from the faculties of Education, Arts and Social Sciences as well as Science, support services 
staff and SRC members joined forces with the WHF and the Western Province Blood Transfusion 
Service in a bouquet of activities to spread the message to the campus community and greater 
Stellenbosch. 

During Women’s Month (August), CHS focused on cancer awareness and vaccinations for women,  
as well as anaemia. A total of 135 female staff and students participated in the campaign. And in 
Breast Cancer Month (October), regular breast self-examination was promoted among both male 
and female staff and students so as to detect any abnormalities early on.  

Staff and students are also invited to have their blood pressure, haemoglobin and blood sugar levels 
tested at CHS throughout the year in an effort to combat any associated risks.  

To assist staff and students in the identification of subtle, underlying mental health challenges, a 
self-screening programme was implemented. CHS also joined the SRC and Drama students in various 
activities as part of the Centre for Student Counselling and Development’s focus on mental health.  

7.13 Innovus 

Innovus experienced an eventful, productive and successful third quarter.  

Companies: Good progress was made with spinning out another four companies (three from the 
Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, and one from the Faculty of Science). These are in addition 
to the three companies officially incorporated earlier this year – CubeSpace (Engineering), as well as 
Sudem and SEIN (both from Arts and Social Sciences). 

Patents: Innovus also received good invention disclosures this year and has negotiated a number of 
licences to bring these technologies to the market. 

New initiatives: Innovus initiatives are gaining momentum. The past quarter saw SU becoming but 
the second university in the world to rent out accommodation through AirBnB. A deal was also 
signed with Takealot to distribute wine and other branded SU products.  

Moreover, Innovus continues to work closely with various University entities to help them 
commercialise some of their assets. It is refreshing to see a paradigm shift in this regard on campus, 
and to experience early successes. 
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TIA seed funding: The Technology Innovation Agency (TIA) recently issued its first 2018 call for 
applications for its seed funding programme (SFP). Through the SFP, TIA aims to help higher 
education institutions refine their research outputs and ideas into prototypes, proof of concepts and 
business cases, which could then be used for further development.  

SU, through Innovus, has had good success attracting TIA seed funding. Since 2014, 44 SU projects 
have received funding of R17,25 million in total. We also have a good track record managing our 
seed funding. Therefore, although the application timeline is tight, Innovus hopes to secure more 
funding for the University to assist our researchers to bring their technologies to market. 

7.14 Drought response  

The Drought Response Contingency Committee, which was managing the University’s response to 
the drought, has concluded its work following the lifting of the level-6B water restrictions.  

The water crisis has seen a number of excellent water-saving initiatives introduced on our 
campuses, such as greywater systems, deep-lake water cooling and boreholes. We will continue 
implementing similar initiatives going forward.  

Water consumption on Stellenbosch campus has decreased considerably – from 65 000 kℓ/month in 
2016 to 40 000 kℓ/month in 2018. This sustainable decrease is both an environmental and a financial 
win for the University. As we roll out further initiatives on our other campuses, we expect to see 
similar savings.  

7.15 Information Technology  

The IT Division recently submitted its two-year progress report to the Quality Committee, detailing 
substantial advances and innovation. The entire University now benefits from an enhanced ICT 
environment thanks to improvements in IT’s service delivery, stakeholder relationships, internal 
work processes, structures, workflow management and governance. In addition, the Division has 
implemented best practices and initiated systems and infrastructure renewal. Read on for more. 

7.15.1 IT infrastructure services renewal 

During 2018, we have seen a huge growth in demand for WiFi, big-data storage requirements, 
database infrastructure and the implementation of several systems making use of infrastructure 
services. Cybersecurity threats have increased to a level where system administrators now spend at 
least 20% of their time to secure infrastructure services. Staffing remains a challenge, and IT has had 
between one and seven vacancies at any given moment this year. To fill a vacancy takes anything 
from six to nine months.  

Network services  

The network upgrade project for ICT in learning and teaching is making progress, despite the high 
demands it places on staff capacity. Classroom WiFi installations on Stellenbosch campus have gone 
from 129 in 2016 to 232 this year: 

 

Figure 8: Classroom WiFi installations on Stellenbosch campus, 2016–2018 
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WiFi coverage in buildings on our Stellenbosch campus as of October 2018 is shown below: 

 

Figure 9: WiFi coverage in SU buildings on Stellenbosch campus as of October 2018 

In terms of WiFi in student residences, eight of our 30 residences now have 100% coverage, and 
another eight will have been added to this list by the end of the year. The remaining 14 residences 
will be equipped with WiFi in the course of 2019. 

Additional network connections were set to be installed on our Bellville Park and Tygerberg 
campuses by the end of October. This will enable improved connectivity and better use of the 
learning management services provided from our Stellenbosch campus. 

With regard to hosting and storage, a tendering process has kicked off to increase storage capacity 
by 2 petabytes. (A petabyte is an information unit equal to one thousand million million (1015) or 250 
bytes.) The new storage infrastructure will meet faculty IT requirements as well, and will be more 
cost-effective to boot. 

7.15.2 Institutional Software Solutions 

The IT Division’s Institutional Software Solutions Section is working on several key institutional 
information system projects relating to core capabilities required to execute the University’s 
strategy, as detailed below. 

SUNStudent: A well-functioning student information system is indispensable in dealing with student 
administration, finance and accounts, as well as implementing academic curricula. For this reason, 
the current, outdated system is being replaced with SUNStudent (no longer Kuali). The new system 
promises to be solid and reliable, yet also flexible, modern and student-centric.  

In early October, the Rectorate approved the tendering committee’s recommended software vendor 
and implementation partner, whom the committee had decided on following a rigorous and 
thorough tendering process. Contracts are being finalised with a view to starting the two-year 
implementation phase early next year.  

SUNFin: Like the student information system, the University’s financial system too has reached the 
end of its lifecycle and is being replaced with SUNFin (no longer Kuali). A formal tender was issued to 
three commercial vendors in August with the intention to select a product next year. 
Implementation will be scheduled so as to allow the new system to go live by January 2021. 
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SUNStudent and SUNFin should be compatible, as there are certain overlaps, such as managing 
student fees. 

Phambili: The systems that Facilities Management depends on to execute its mission are being 
renewed through the Phambili project. Phambili was initiated in 2016 and entails the 
implementation of the commercial software solutions Planon and ESRI ArcGIS. Phase 1 went live in 
September 2018 and has made an immediate difference to the helpdesk, maintenance and 
contracts/leasing functions of the Division.  

Research contract management system: Third-stream income now accounts for more than 50% of 
the University’s budget. Therefore, it is vital for our Division for Research Development to have a 
proper system in place to efficiently manage the large volume of research contracts concluded with 
external parties. Key considerations include the need for better reporting, as well as compliance 
requirements (both legal and audit-related). Following a tendering process, an external software 
vendor developed a bespoke system. Implementation of phase 1 started in September and is already 
delivering good results. Phase 2 will entail closer integration with SUNFin and the University’s 
financial planning system, IDU.  

DevMan: The Development and Alumni Relations (DAR) Division’s current donor strategy system is 
being replaced with commercial software known as DevMan. The new system will enable DAR to 
cultivate and manage relationships with the University’s alumni and donors, and to enhance 
fundraising operations. With implementation having commenced in 2017, phase 2 went live in 
October 2018, which allows for data exchange between DevMan and the student information 
system. Subsequent phases will focus on donation processes and integration with SUNFin. 

7.15.3 IT academic support services 

Student feedback system (Moodle): The student feedback system collects students’ feedback on a 
particular module and the lecturers who taught it. It was custom-developed after the failed 
implementation of a commercial product. The brief was to use Moodle as platform, being the same 
platform on which SUNLearn is run. Due to a lack of data and insufficient development capacity, the 
scope of the project was limited and did not include full process automation. A proof of concept was 
completed in September. The system is now live, but still requires some manual interventions. It has 
been built using existing programmes and systems. From an IT perspective, the student feedback 
system is a good example of the successful delivery of a system, despite constraints, by carefully 
negotiating the project scope and reusing existing building blocks. More than 80% of the ideal 
system functionality has been delivered at 20% of what a custom system would normally cost. 

Cloud-based multimedia content storage: The Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences (FMHS) 
required a multimedia hosting service to replace their outdated server hosting a large volume of 
teaching materials. The service had to be tightly integrated with SUNLearn so that students could 
access the material from the learning management system as if it were stored there. A proof of 
concept was tested with Microsoft cloud-based storage instead of on-site servers.  
The benefit of this approach is that access to Microsoft cloud storage is free in terms of an 
arrangement with the Tertiary Education and Research Network of South Africa (Tenet). The proof of 
concept was successful and is now being rolled out at FMHS. It is also a preferred solution for the 
SUNLearn multimedia repository, as it will save the University a substantial amount in server, 
storage and system administration costs. 

REDCap: REDCap is a secure web application for building and managing online surveys and 
databases. FMHS has been operating a REDCap database for a number of years to collect and 
manage active research data. Since the administration and support burden began to exceed the 
Faculty’s capacity, however, they have requested IT to host the system. 
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7.15.4 IT support improved 

On 5 September, the IT Division launched a new ICT partner portal to enhance its support to users 
across the University. This allows the Division to easily monitor, record and audit demand on IT 
resources, continually improve key business processes and streamline services across teams. The 
new portal gives expression to IT’s enhanced focus on University customer needs. It advances the 
roll-out of sustainable technology to make SU more agile, and equip it with the core competencies of 
a 21st-century university. Since the launch of the new portal, more than 7 000 service requests have 
been recorded.  

7.15.5 Information security 

In a survey by the non-profit organisation EDUCAUSE, information security has been listed as the 
number one concern for IT departments at universities worldwide for three years in a row. 

Compromised business e-mail accounts are on the rise. A single account provides the hacker with a 
platform from which to launch a phishing attack within or outside the institution. However, the 
cyberattack threat to our university goes beyond a single compromised account; it could disrupt 
business continuity, damage our reputation and/or have a huge financial impact.  

Phishing is the most common method of cyberattack, and even typical, consumer-level phishing 
attacks can have a significant impact on security. The increasing volume and sophistication of 
phishing attacks result in real financial damage to organisations in terms of both downtime (such as 
“ransomware” attacks) and direct financial fraud (such as wire transfers). Phishing attacks against 
employees have expanded beyond e-mail to include social media, instant messaging, SMS and voice 
communication. 

To improve overall security, the question is no longer whether the institution will be attacked, but 
when and how. This demands vigilance by all, as cyber risk affects us all.  

As our first line of defence, IT has implemented an anti-phishing plan with various timeframes. 

In the short term: 

 Securing the University’s e-mail platform: Addressing mail flows, implementing advanced 
threat protection, and improving e-mail filtering mechanisms 

 Revising authentication strategies: Multi-factor authentication for critical applications to 
protect systems that carry sensitive information 

 Continuous awareness, communication and training: The “Information security awareness” 
training module is available to all staff and students via our learning management system 
(SUNLearn), and IT’s Bits & Bytes e-newsletter is distributed on the first Wednesday each 
month. 

In the medium term: 

 Identify “crown jewels” to be safeguarded, i.e. key individuals who might be targeted, 
information systems critical to the institution, processes that could be exploited or 
disrupted, and information that could be used to perform fraudulent activities.  

In the long term: 

 Develop a risk-based security strategy with the necessary agility to keep pace with trends, 
security threats and challenges. 

 Design a business capability model that is aligned with the institution’s strategic goals and 
objectives. 

http://admin.sun.ac.za/admin/Infoteg/nuusbrief/argief.html
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7.16 Privacy regulation and the handling of breaches of personal information  

Non-compliance with South Africa’s Protection of Personal Information (POPI) Act 4 of 2013 could 
have far-reaching consequences. 

Firstly, an inability to articulate our institutional stance on privacy, coupled with an inability to 
provide satisfactory assurances or evidence of the maturity of our privacy-related initiatives, may 
complicate matters in entering or renewing agreements with others. This includes agreements with 
prospective, current and past students and employees, research participants, donors, suppliers and 
vendors, as well as institutional, industry and research partners. 

Secondly, a personal information or data breach could lead to reputational damage, administrative 
fines (of up to R10 million), civil litigation, breaches of contract, and imprisonment.  

Although such breaches are very likely in our context, we can still mitigate their impact. To this end, 
the Division for Information Governance (IG) has drafted a privacy regulation that articulates our 
institutional stance on privacy.  

Preliminary consultations on the regulation have taken place with the SRC, Tygerberg Students’ 
Representative Council (TSR), Health Research Ethics Committee 1 and 2, the Humanities Research 
Ethics Committee and the Division for Research Development. The draft regulation will also be 
presented to the Technology and Information Committee. In addition, we have engaged specialist 
consulting services to help us develop an institutional information-related incident management 
procedure and implementation plan.  

7.17 SU Integrated Transport Plan 

The SU Integrated Transport Plan was presented to the Rectorate on 2 October. This concludes a 
review and planning process that commenced in 2015 and has introduced the concept of integrated 
transport nodes to both the SU campus and town.  

The plan is the result of collaboration between academics, PASS staff, students, external experts and 
the municipality, and provides a sound foundation on which to build the future of transport in 
Stellenbosch.  

The incorporation of the SU Integrated Transport Plan into the existing memorandum of 
understanding with Stellenbosch Municipality will now be explored. Discussions will take place with 
the municipality as well as other Stellenbosch stakeholders. 

7.18 SU Green Living awards  

On 18 September, the senior director of the Division for Strategic Initiatives, Dr Barbara Pool, 
presented the SU Green Living awards for excellence in environmental awareness in 
student communities. This initiative is facilitated by the SRC and EcoMaties to encourage residences 
and PSOs (private student organisations) to contribute to environmental sustainability at SU. 
Facilities Management provided support and helped drive the initiative.  

The recipients were as follows: 

Platinum: 

 Irene residence 

 Equité PSO 

Gold: 

 Minerva residence 

 Vesta PSO 

Silver: 

 Sonop residence 

 Hippokrates residence 

 Oude Molen PSO 

Bronze: 

 Nerina residence 

 Lydia residence 

 Pieke PSO 

Table 5: Winners of the 2018 SU Green Living awards 

We commend all participants for their enthusiasm and excellent results.  
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7.19 SU Centenary project 

The second half of the University’s Centenary year was in full swing at the time of compiling this 
report, and most of the initiatives and events of this project have by now been completed.  

During August, the Japanese consulate shared their own centenary of involvement in South Africa 
with SU by means of a seminar at STIAS called “Japan in Cape Town – the past, the present and the 
future”. This special celebration was attended by a number of stakeholders. Prof Hester Klopper 
served as host for the event and welcomed delegates to the SU campus.  

The final phase of the external Centenary branding was installed at the main faculty buildings at the 
end of September. The institutional maroon as well as the Centenary sub-graphics is now widely 
visible, visually tying SU’s buildings together.  

The last remaining Centenary activities are on track. These include lectures, SU Museum exhibitions, 
a town-and-gown conference in November, as well as fundraising activities.  

7.19.1 SU founding faculties commemorate Centenary 

In addition to SU’s main institutional Centenary event, being the gala dinner on 23 March, all four of 
SU’s founding faculties have now also held their own events to mark this milestone. 

The Faculty of AgriSciences (“Agriculture” in 1918) held a tree-planting ceremony in February, 
marking 100 years by establishing 100 indigenous trees at the Welgevallen experimental farm in 
Stellenbosch. A number of other events followed later in the year. 

The Faculty of Science (“Mathematics and Natural Science” in 1918) held a gala dinner at Spier on 
1 October. A book on the Faculty’s history, A Particular Frame of Mind, Faculty of Science, 
Stellenbosch University, 1918–2018, was also launched. The first part of the title is a reference to the 
well-known statement by Prof Samuel James Shand, who taught Geology at Victoria College and 
later at Stellenbosch University: 

A university is not a lecture theatre, or a library, or a laboratory:  
it is not a building or a place at all; its essence is a frame of mind … the true character of 
a university is the ‘will to knowledge’. 

The Faculty of Education held a gala evening at Nooitgedacht Estate on 18 October. The event 
included speeches on the Faculty’s valuable contribution to the University and the country. 

The Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences (“Arts” in 1918) marked the University’s Centenary with an 
evening of stimulating panel discussions involving staff, students and alumni on 23 October. It took 
place at the Arts and Social Sciences building, and also included musical performances. 

7.19.2 A hundred artefacts for a hundred years 

The Centenary exhibition 100 Artefacts for 100 years opened in the SU Museum on 31 October. It 
uses objects from the Museum’s own collection as well as items contributed by faculties, divisions 
and individuals to provide a unique glimpse of developments at the University since its formation a 
century ago. It was put together by Prof Matilda Burden, Senior Curator: Museum Research. 

This complements the other two Centenary exhibitions that opened on our Stellenbosch campus 
earlier this year – one in the SU Archives and another in the SU Library. In addition, a Centenary art 
exhibition is due to open in the SU Museum on 5 December. Titled forward? FORWARD! Forward …, 
it will bring together thought-provoking works from leading artists, depicting the future of SU and of 
South African higher education more broadly. 

http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5426
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5998
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=6042
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=6042
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=6063
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=6066
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=6059
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5493
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=5810
http://www0.sun.ac.za/museum/html/events.php?ID=2
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7.19.3 International town-and-gown conference 

One of the last remaining dedicated events of the project to commemorate the SU Centenary, an 
international  town-and-gown conference, is scheduled for 29 and 30 November 2018.  

The event will explore the unique relationship between universities and the towns or cities where 
they are located. The aim is for similarly situated universities to learn from one another. Foreign 
universities that have confirmed their attendance include the universities of Bath, Coventry, 
Durham, Göttingen, St Andrews and Lund, as well as Queen’s University Canada, Queen’s University 
Belfast, KU Leuven and Pennsylvania State University. 

Among the themes to be discussed are engagement between universities and their local 
communities, interaction with local businesses, student involvement in the community, and 
promoting internationalisation.  

The Stellenbosch Executive Mayor and senior officials of the municipality have also been invited. 

The conference will take place in the Old Main Building (“Ou Hoofgebou”). This venue choice is 
particularly symbolic: In celebrating Stellenbosch’s 200th anniversary back in 1879, the town donated 
the building to SU’s predecessor, Stellenbosch College (which went on to become Victoria College 
and, in 1918, Stellenbosch University), instead of erecting a traditional monument. That makes the 
building a tangible symbol of the connection between SU and Stellenbosch town.  

7.20 STIAS appoints new director 

The Stellenbosch Institute for Advanced Study (STIAS) has appointed Prof Edward K Kirumira as its 
new director. He will succeed Prof Hendrik Geyer, who will be completing his final term as STIAS 
director at the end of 2018. Prof Kirumira joined STIAS at the beginning of November and will 
officially assume duty on 1 January 2019. 

Most recently, Kirumira was professor of Sociology and principal of the College of Humanities and 
Social Sciences at Makerere University in Uganda, which position he held for five years. Prior to that, 
he served as dean of Makerere’s Faculty of Social Sciences for eight years. 

With his strong research background and extensive experience in the building of institutions and 
networks, Kirumira has managed to mobilise financial support for a variety of research and 
institutional capacity-building projects. Click here for more on this appointment. 

We welcome Prof Kirumira and look forward to working closely with him and his team for the 
mutual benefit of SU and STIAS. We also extend our deepest appreciation to Prof Geyer for his 
stellar service over many years.  

8.  Executing the Campus Renewal Project  

The Campus Renewal Project (CRP) was approved by Council in December 2014. The project was 
initiated when the risk was raised that much of SU’s physical infrastructure was dysfunctional and 
rundown due to long‐term lack of maintenance and as such poses a risk to the sustainability of the 
academic project at SU. In September 2017, Council approved the expansion of the CRP, extending 
its timeline to 2027 and voting an additional R1,456 billion towards the initiative. This was in 
recognition of the fact that our physical facilities are strategic assets and essential enablers of a 
world‐class and a sustainable university. 

8.1 Overview of projects in 2018 

Facilities Management reported extensively on the Campus Renewal Project in the previous cycle 
(Council meeting of 26 September). A high-level overview of 2018 follows below. For more details, 
please consult the previous three management reports of this year. An update on progress with the 

http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Lists/news/DispForm.aspx?ID=6045
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Jan Mouton Learning Centre is contained in the Learning and Teaching responsibility centre’s 
separate annual report to Council. 

Since the start of the year, Facilities Management has completed 17 projects to the value of 
R230 million. Seven projects to the value of R1,2 billion are currently in the tendering stage, while 
44 projects to the value of R652,6 million are in construction.   

As part of the new project management methodology implemented this year, Facilities Management 
has established a Work Request Review Committee (WRRC) to assist with project prioritisation and 
resource scheduling. To date, eight WRRC meetings have been held. In addition, 108 projects have 
been registered on the new Planon project management platform. 

8.2 Botmashoogte to be closed 

Due to security concerns, SU has decided to sell another of its off-campus student residences.  

The first was Huis Kerkenberg, which SU acquired and renovated in 2000 to provide accommodation 
to students of our Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences. However, as it was not located on 
Tygerberg campus, but across the road, safety concerns following a number of incidents around the 
residence led the University to decide in 2015 to sell the building and move its 167 residents to 
Tygerberg campus. 

A similar situation has now arisen in relation to Botmashoogte in Idas Valley, Stellenbosch. SU 
bought and renovated the building in 2010 to help meet the need for student accommodation at the 
time, as well as to strengthen ties with the local community. Yet transport has been a challenge from 
the start.  

The building is located 2 km from campus, so students could walk or use private transport. However, 
due to sporadic security incidents in the area around Botmashoogte over the years, students started 
flagging safety concerns. An investigation found that while access control and security inside the 
residence compared well to other residences on campus, students felt unsafe on their way to and 
from the residence. 

The residence was included in SU’s night shuttle route, but the service could not be extended 
because of objections by local transport providers, and since Botmashoogte was already one of our 
most expensive residences, providing additional transport would have raised the cost of 
accommodation even further.  

The issue was put before the Student Housing Committee, where students are represented by  
the chair and vice-chair of the Prim Committee. The committee accepted the recommendation  
to terminate student accommodation in Botmashoogte, and to absorb its 34 residents into  
existing SU student housing on Stellenbosch campus. 

8.3 Sport facilities  

The development of sport, especially high-performance sport, requires appropriate facilities.  

Coetzenburg Stadium – phase 1: Update on maintenance work 

 The changing rooms, ablutions and offices have been completed. 

 The installation of the new tartan track is nearly complete, and the target date for 
completion was the end of October. 

 The stadium lights are being replaced, working towards a completion date around the end of 
November. 

 The new grass fields have been installed, and will be ready for use by the end of November. 

Lentelus sport facilities 

 The upgrade to the football clubhouse has been completed. 
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 The new field has also been installed, and will be ready for play by the end of November. 

9.  Conclusion 

Thank you to all Council members for your contribution to the success of the University in 2018, 
despite the challenges and difficulties.  

We now prepare to reap the fruits of our labour at the graduation ceremonies (10 to 14 December), 
which will be the crowning moment of all the efforts of the various stakeholders in the education 
process, including academics, students, administrators, parents and donors. We are once again 
looking forward to a bumper crop! 

I hope that you will end this year satisfied, knowing that you have achieved what you set out to do. 
May each of you have the opportunity to recharge body, mind and spirit over the coming end-of-
year break before we reconvene for a new year full of possibilities.  

 

 

Prof WJS de Villiers,  
Rector and Vice-Chancellor 
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ADDENDUM: OP-EDs AND COLUMNS 

Opinion editorials (27 August to 25 October 2018) 

AUTHOR 
FROM  
(environment or division) 

HEADLINE 
PUBLICATION  
(click for article) 

Prof Mias de Klerk SU Business School Lessons in leadership for 
Ramaphosa from Madiba, 
Mbeki and Zuma 

Business Live (24 Jul) 

Dr Marthie Momberg Beyers Naudé Centre for Public 
Theology 

Israel: ondubbelsinnig 
ondemokraties 

LitNet (24 Jul) 

Prof Evangelos 
Mantzaris 

Anti-Corruption Centre for 
Education and Research of 
Stellenbosch University 
(ACCERUS) 

Corruption is a Lernaean Hydra 
– but even scarier 

Cape Argus (26 Jul) 
 

Dr Amy Slogrove 
Prof Mary-Ann 
Davies 

Paediatrics and Child Health 
 
University of Cape Town 

ARVs and children: new 
research shows the devastating 
impact of a late start 

The Conversation  
(26 Jul) 

Dr Gustav Hendrich History A well-deserved comeback for 
Russia 

Weekend Argus  
(28 Jul) 

Prof Aslam Fataar  Education Policy Studies Celebrating the lives and value 
of educators on retirement 

Cape Argus (30 Jul) 

Wandile Sihlobo  
Prof Johann Kirsten 

Agricultural Business Chamber 
Bureau for Economic Research 

EFF’s strategy will destroy the 
asset value of a large portion of 
SA’s land 

Business Live (30 Jul) 

Dr Abdul Kader 
Domingo 

Psychiatry Use of cannabis should come 
with a health alert 

Cape Argus (1 Aug) 

Prof Nuraan Davids Education Policy Studies Female principals in South 
Africa: the dynamics that get in 
the way of success 

The Conversation  
(1 Aug); The Star 
(3 Aug); Weekend 
Argus (4 Aug)  

Prof Willem Boshoff Economics How SA’s competition bill is a 
threat to investment 

Business Live (6 Aug) 

Dr Michelle Nel Security Institute for 
Governance and Leadership 
in Africa 

Can a regional court be a viable 
alternative to the ICC in Africa? 

The Conversation  
(6 Aug) 

Prof Annika Rudman Public Law Africa’s women still lack access 
to justice, rights 

Cape Argus (7 Aug); 
Daily News (8 Aug);  
The Star (10 Aug) 

Prof Amanda Gouws Political Science South Africa may finally be 
marching towards solutions to 
sexual violence 
 

The Conversation  
(8 Aug); The Citizen 
(9 Aug); IOL (9 Aug);  
EWN (9 Aug);  
Sunday Independent 
(12 Aug); Sunday 
World (12 Aug) 

Prof Juliana 
Claassens 

Old and New Testament Women of SA, ‘Get your capes 
on!’ 

News24 (9 Aug) 

Prof Stephanus 
Muller 

Africa Open Stanley Glasser: a life of exile 
and bravely crossing 
musical boundaries 

The Conversation  
(9 Aug) 

Dr Dominique 
Anderson 
Dr Alan Christoffels 
Dr Carmen 
Swanepoel 

University of Cape Town 
 
University of the Western Cape 
 
Haematology 

How biobanks can help improve 
the integrity of 
scientific research 
 

The Conversation  
(9 Aug) 

Prof Bill Nasson History Argitek van ŉ verenigde SA Rapport (12 Aug) 

Wandile Sihlobo  
Prof Johann Kirsten 

Agricultural Business Chamber 
Bureau for Economic Research 

How private sector can supply 
land in a way that makes reform 
work 

Business Live (13 Aug) 

Prof Thuli Madonsela Social Justice Silver lining in the land debate Business Live (16 Aug) 

Wandile Sihlobo  
Prof Johann Kirsten 

Agricultural Business Chamber 
Bureau for Economic Research  

Agricultural land headache The Citizen (16 Aug) 
 

Prof Gerhard Kemp Public Law Innocent civilians, prisoners of 
war need better protection  

Cape Argus (17 Aug) 
 

https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/opinion/2018-07-24-lessons-in-leadership-for-ramaphosa-from-madiba-mbeki-and-zuma/
https://www.litnet.co.za/israel-ondubbelsinnig-ondemokraties/
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Mantzaris_CapeArgus_Jul2018.pdf
https://theconversation.com/arvs-and-children-new-research-shows-the-devastating-impact-of-a-late-start-100400
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Hendrich_WeekendArgus_Jul2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Fataar_CapeArgus_Jul2018.pdf
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/opinion/2018-07-30-effs-strategy-will-destroy-the-asset-value-of-a-large-portion-of-sas-land/
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Domingo_CapeArgus_Aug2018.pdf
https://theconversation.com/female-principals-in-south-africa-the-dynamics-that-get-in-the-way-of-success-100698
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Davids_TheStar_3Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Davids_WeekendArgus_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Davids_WeekendArgus_Aug2018.pdf
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/opinion/2018-08-06-how-sas-competition-bill-is-a-threat-to-investment/
https://theconversation.com/can-a-regional-court-be-a-viable-alternative-to-the-icc-in-africa-100788
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/ARudman_CapeArgus_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Rudman_DailyNews_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Rudman_TheStar_Aug2018.pdf
https://theconversation.com/south-africa-may-finally-be-marching-towards-solutions-to-sexual-violence-101261
https://citizen.co.za/news/south-africa/1993343/sa-may-finally-be-marching-towards-solutions-to-sexual-violence/
https://www.iol.co.za/news/opinion/sa-may-finally-be-marching-towards-solutions-to-sexual-violence-16473167
https://ewn.co.za/2018/08/09/opinion-sa-may-finally-be-marching-towards-solutions-to-sexual-violence
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Gouws_SundayIndependent_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Gouws_SundayWorld_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Gouws_SundayWorld_Aug2018.pdf
https://www.news24.com/Columnists/GuestColumn/women-of-sa-get-your-capes-on-20180809
https://theconversation.com/stanley-glasser-a-life-of-exile-and-bravely-crossing-musical-boundaries-101267
https://theconversation.com/how-biobanks-can-help-improve-the-integrity-of-scientific-research-100035
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Nasson_Rapport_Aug2018.pdf
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/opinion/2018-08-13-how-private-sector-can-supply-land-in-a-way-that-makes-reform-work/
https://www.businesslive.co.za/fm/opinion/on-my-mind/2018-08-16-thuli-madonsela-the-silver-lining-in-land-debate/
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Sihlobo_Kirsten_TheCitizen_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Kemp_CapeArgus_Aug2018.pdf
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AUTHOR 
FROM  
(environment or division) 

HEADLINE 
PUBLICATION  
(click for article) 

Dr Mpho Tlale Public Law South African rural women 
marginalised in land matters 

Daily News (17 Aug) 

Dr Chris Jones Practical Theology and 
Missiology 

Impunity fuels corruption City Press (19 Aug) 

Dr Azille Coetzee Philosophy Invisibility of black women in SA Cape Times (20 Aug) 

Dr Abdul Kader 
Domingo 

Psychiatry Could legalising cannabis see 
South Africans’ health going to 
pot? 

Cape Times (20 Aug) 

Anje-Marie le Roux BA (Language and Culture) 
student 

Taalskande in die onderwys Netwerk24 (21 Aug) 

Prof Amanda Gouws Political Science Don’t blame women for leaving 
fields like engineering. Blame 
bad attitudes 

The Conversation  
(24 Aug) 

Prof Pumla Gobodo-
Madikizela 

Historical Trauma and 
Transformation 

Let us create truly caring 
institutions 

Mail & Guardian  
(24 Aug) 

Prof Thuli Madonsela Social Justice A national order named for 
MaSisulu? 

News24 (26 Aug) 

Dr Lee-Ann 
Steenkamp 

SU Business School Zero-rated VAT items: how 
South Africa is going about 
expanding the list 

The Conversation  
(27 Aug); The Mercury 
(29 Aug); Pretoria 
News (29 Aug); 
Cape Times (29 Aug); 
The Citizen (29 Aug) 

Aletta Simpson BA (Humanities) student Die probleem met 
‘problematies’ 

Netwerk24 (29 Aug) 

Rabia Omar BA (History) honours student Thankful and scared during 
Women’s Month 

News24 (29 Aug) 
 
 
 

Prof Rachel Wynberg 
Dr Laura Pereira 

University of Cape Town 
Centre for Complex Systems in 
Transition 

Why developing countries 
should boost the ways of small-
scale farming 

The Conversation  
(30 Aug) 

Prof Mark Tomlinson Psychology Gains from early childhood 
intervention can be lost. Could 
teen top-ups help? 

Apolitical (30 Aug) 

Dr Ntsikelelo 
Breakfast 

School of Security and Africa 
Studies 

Shaka Zulu’s military heroics Weekend Post (1 Sep) 

Lily Kpobi & 
Prof Leslie Swartz 

Psychology How indigenous and faith 
healers approach mental health 
in Ghana 

The Conversation  
(2 Sep) 

Karen Bruns Development and Alumni 
Relations 

No student should go hungry City Press (2 Sep) 

Markus Korhonen 
Laura Freeman  
Corey Johnson 

Political Science  
University of Cape Town 
Cape Town Scalabrini Centre 

Could opening South Africa’s 
borders lead to job creation? 

Daily Maverick (3 Sep) 
 

Dr Dirk Brand 
 

School for Public Leadership South Africa is paying a heavy 
price for dysfunctional local 
government 

The Conversation  
(3 Sep) 

James Lotter & 
Prof Pieter Fourie 

Political Science How to navigate a shared 
opposition to heteropatriarchy 

Daily Maverick (4 Sep) 

Dr Zelda Barends Curriculum Studies Literacy placed in context Cape Times (4 Sep) 

Dr Chris Jones Practical Theology and 
Missiology 

Ten duurste ten gronde Die Burger (5 Sep) 

Fiona Stanford & 
Dr Rose Richards 

SU Language Centre Why academic literacy is crucial 
for students 

Cape Argus (5 Sep) 

Bongani Mapumulo BA (Social Dynamics) student Don’t leave people with 
disabilities behind 

News24 (6 Sep) 

Marietjie Booyens LLB student Gesoek: ŉ Nuwe kampuskultuur Netwerk24 (7 Sep) 

Craig Bailie School for Security and Africa 
Studies 

Explainer: the role of foreign 
military forces in Niger 

The Conversation  
(9 Sep) 

Dr Jeanette de Klerk-
Luttig 

Moral Leadership Sirkel van armoede as tieners 
ma word 

Rapport (9 Sep) 

Dr Nic Spaull Economics Literacy: You just can’t fake it Daily Maverick 
(10 Sep) 

http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Tlale_DailyNews_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/CJones_CityPress_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/ACoetzee_CapeTimes_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Domingo_CapeTimes_20Aug2018.pdf
https://www.netwerk24.com/Stemme/Die-Student/taalskande-in-onderwys-20180814
https://theconversation.com/dont-blame-women-for-leaving-fields-like-engineering-blame-bad-attitudes-101853
https://mg.co.za/article/2018-08-24-00-let-us-create-truly-caring-institutions/
https://www.news24.com/Columnists/GuestColumn/a-national-order-named-for-masisulu-20180826-2
https://theconversation.com/zero-rated-vat-items-how-south-africa-is-going-about-expanding-the-list-101569
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Steenkamp_TheMercury_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Steenkamp_PretoriaNews_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Steenkamp_PretoriaNews_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Steenkamp_CapeTimes_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Steenkamp_TheCitizen_Aug2018.pdf
https://www.netwerk24.com/Stemme/Die-Student/die-probleem-met-problematies-20180820
https://www.news24.com/Columnists/GuestColumn/thankful-and-scared-during-womens-month-20180829
https://theconversation.com/why-developing-countries-should-boost-the-ways-of-small-scale-farming-100097
https://apolitical.co/solution_article/gains-from-early-childhood-intervention-can-be-lost-could-teen-top-ups-help/
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Breakfast_WeekendPost_Sept2018.pdf
https://theconversation.com/how-indigenous-and-faith-healers-approach-mental-health-in-ghana-102181
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Karen%20Bruns_CityPress_Sept2018.pdf
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2018-09-03-could-opening-south-africas-borders-lead-to-job-creation/
https://theconversation.com/south-africa-is-paying-a-heavy-price-for-dysfunctional-local-government-102295
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/opinionista/2018-09-04-how-to-navigate-a-shared-opposition-to-heteropatriarchy/#.W47DledxcmV.facebook
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Barends_CapeTimes_Sept2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/CJones_DieBurger_5Sept2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Standford_Richards_CapeArgus_Sept2018.pdf
https://www.news24.com/Columnists/GuestColumn/dont-leave-people-with-disabilities-behind-20180906
https://www.netwerk24.com/Stemme/Die-Student/gesoek-n-nuwe-kampuskultuur-20180907
https://theconversation.com/explainer-the-role-of-foreign-military-forces-in-niger-102503
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/DeKlerk-Luttig_Rapport_Sept2018.pdf
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2018-09-10-literacy-you-just-cant-fake-it/
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AUTHOR 
FROM  
(environment or division) 

HEADLINE 
PUBLICATION  
(click for article) 

Tian Alberts BCom (Law) student At last, the perils of identity 
politics in the spotlight 

Daily Maverick  
(10 Sep) 

Aletta Simpson BA (Humanities) student Wat beteken inklusiwiteit nou 
eintlik? 

Netwerk24 (11 Sep) 

Arleen Stone BA (Journalism) student Kom ons praat oor die 
plattelander in die vertrek 

Netwerk24 (14 Sep) 

Prof André Roux SU Business School There’s no quick fix for SA’s 
woes 

Sunday Independent 
(16 Sep) 

Shaad Vayej BCom (Law) student Let’s play fair on land Sunday Independent 
(16 Sep) 

Dr Ross Anthony Centre for Chinese Studies China’s R370 bn ‘gift’ demands 
scrutiny 

Mail & Guardian  
(17 Sep) 

Dr Mary Nel Public Law South Africa’s top court 
legalises the private use of 
marijuana. Why it’s a good thing 
 

The Conversation  
(19 Sep); The Citizen 
(19 Sep); News24 
(20 Sep); Polity 
(20 Sep); Algoa FM 
(20 Sep); The Mercury 
(20 Sep); Sunday 
Times (23 Sep) 

Prof Aslam Fataar 
Nico Elema 

Education Policy Studies 
Centre for Collaboration in 
Africa 

Lagos has valuable lessons for 
our own megacities in the 
making 

Cape Argus (19 Sep) 

Thuli Madonsela Social Justice To strengthen, defend and 
reimagine democracy 
 

Business Live (20 Sep) 

Nicola Vermooten PhD (Economics) student Better trained teachers will lead 
to economic transformation 

Mail & Guardian  
(21 Sep) 

Prof Nico Koopman Vice-Rector: Social Impact, 
Transformation and Personnel 

We still need ubuntu – but we 
need to understand it 

Cape Argus (21 Sep) 

Samuel Minnaar BA (Humanities) student Om ’n bietjie oor erfenis te 
besin 

LitNet (25 Sep) 

Dr Gert Young Centre for Teaching and 
Learning 

Land reform debate: what’s 
missing according to South 
African farmers 
 

The Conversation   
(26 Sep); Polity 
(27 Sep); EWN 
(28 Sep); The Mercury 
(28 Sep); Farming 
Portal (30 Sep); 
The Witness (1 Oct); 
The Post (3 Oct) 

Dr Ntsikelelo 
Breakfast 

School for Security and Africa 
Studies 

Social media part of 
globalisation 

The Herald (26 Sep) 

Dr Morné Mostert Institute for Futures Research Beyond Ramaphoria and 
Ramaphobia to Rama-foresight 
 

News24 (27 Sep) 

Dr Gustav Hendrich History Indomitable spirit Weekend Argus  
(29 Sep) 

Herschelle Benjamin Master’s (Drama and Theatre 
Studies) student 

Manspreading: Wye woede en 
die manlike ridder 

Netwerk24 (4 Oct) 

Prof George 
Claassen 

Journalism The rocks of rumour threatening 
journalism 
 

News24 (4 Oct) 

Profs Nuraan Davids 
& Yusef Waghid 

Education Policy Studies When it’s genuine calling Cape Argus (4 Oct) 

Prof Aslam Fataar Education Policy Studies Adapting Imam Haron’s legacy 
for modern times 

Cape Argus (5 Oct) 

Drs Lorna Dreyer & 
Lynne Damons 

Curriculum Studies Our teachers are dealing with 
great adversity. How we can 
support them 

News24 (5 Oct) 

Louis van der Riet PhD (Systematic Theology) 
student 

Jesus soek die kas oop Netwerk24 (5 Oct) 

  

https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2018-09-10-at-last-the-perils-of-identity-politics-in-the-spotlight/
https://www.netwerk24.com/Stemme/Die-Student/wat-beteken-inklusiwiteit-nou-eintlik-20180910
https://www.netwerk24.com/Stemme/Die-Student/kom-ons-praat-oor-die-plattelander-in-die-vertrek-20180910
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/ARoux_SundayIndependent_Sept2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Vayej_SundayIndependent_Sept2018.pdf
https://mg.co.za/article/2018-09-17-chinas-r370bn-gift-demands-scrutiny/
https://theconversation.com/south-africas-top-court-legalises-the-private-use-of-marijuana-why-its-a-good-thing-103537
https://citizen.co.za/talking-point/2011497/the-dagga-ruling-while-a-step-forward-isnt-very-practical/
https://www.news24.com/Analysis/why-its-a-good-thing-the-concourt-legalised-private-use-of-marijuana-20180919
http://www.polity.org.za/article/south-africas-top-court-legalises-the-private-use-of-marijuana-why-its-a-good-thing-2018-09-20
https://www.algoafm.co.za/article/kaycee-rossouw/96925/why-its-a-good-thing-the-concourt-legalised-private-use-of-marijuana
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Nel_TheMercury_Sept2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Nel_SundayTimes_Sept2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Nel_SundayTimes_Sept2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Fataar_Elema_CapeArgus_Sept2018.pdf
https://www.businesslive.co.za/fm/opinion/on-my-mind/2018-09-20-thuli-madonsela-to-strengthen-defend-and-reimagine-democracy/
https://mg.co.za/article/2018-09-21-00-better-trained-teachers-will-lead-to-economic-transformation
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Koopman_CapeArgus_Sept2018.pdf
https://www.litnet.co.za/om-n-bietjie-oor-erfenis-te-besin/
https://theconversation.com/land-reform-debate-whats-missing-according-to-south-african-farmers-103027
http://www.polity.org.za/article/land-reform-debate-whats-missing-according-to-south-african-farmers-2018-09-27
https://ewn.co.za/2018/09/27/analysis-land-reform-debate-what-s-missing-according-to-sa-farmers
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Young_TheMercury_Sept208.pdf
http://www.farmingportal.co.za/index.php/all-agri-news/news-of-the-day/372-land-reform-debate-what-s-missing-according-to-south-african-farmers
http://www.farmingportal.co.za/index.php/all-agri-news/news-of-the-day/372-land-reform-debate-what-s-missing-according-to-south-african-farmers
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Young_TheWitness_1October2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Young_ThePost_3Oct2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Breakfast_TheHerald_26Spet2018.pdf
https://www.news24.com/Columnists/GuestColumn/beyond-ramaphoria-and-ramaphobia-to-rama-foresight-20180927
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Hendrich_WeekendArgus_October2018.pdf
https://www.netwerk24.com/Stemme/Die-Student/manspreading-wye-woede-en-die-manlike-ridder-20181002
https://www.news24.com/Columnists/GeorgeClaassen/scylla-and-charybdis-the-rocks-of-rumour-threatening-journalism-20181003
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Davids_Waghid_CapeArgus_4Oct2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Fataar_CapeArgus_5Oct2018.pdf
https://www.news24.com/Columnists/GuestColumn/our-teachers-are-dealing-with-great-adversity-how-we-can-support-them-20181005
https://www.netwerk24.com/Stemme/Die-Student/jesus-soek-die-kas-oop-20181005
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AUTHOR 
FROM  
(environment or division) 

HEADLINE 
PUBLICATION  
(click for article) 

Nicola Vermooten PhD (Economics) student Stop blaming teachers – a 
collaborative model can fix 
our schools 

Daily Maverick (8 Oct) 

Thuli Madonsela Social Justice Thuli Madonsela on the politics 
of the restaurant bill 
 

City Press (8 Oct) 

Prof Johann Kirsten 
Wandile Sihlobo  

Bureau for Economic Research 
Agricultural Business Chamber 

Smallholder farmers can be 
commercial but just at a small 
scale 

Business Live (10 Oct) 

Mercia Kannemeyer Master’s (Drama and Theatre 
Studies) student 

Mansplaining: Weet jy wat dit 
beteken? 

Netwerk24 (10 Oct) 

Dr Chris Jones Practical Theology and 
Missiology 

Isn’t it time to legalise assisted 
suicide? 

City Press (11 Oct) 

Prof Juliana 
Claassens 

Old and New Testament Nasty women talk back: Political 
correctness is dead 

News24 (14 Oct) 

Marietjie Booyens LLB student Hoe gemaak met die trolle in 
die drinkwater? 

Netwerk24 (15 Oct) 

Dr Scott Drimie Southern African Food Lab 
 

SA faces triple burden of 
malnutrition 

Cape Argus (16 Oct) 

Tatjana von Bormann 

Dr Scott Drimie 
WWF SA 
Southern African Food Lab 

How food and education go 
hand in hand 

Business Live (16 Oct) 

Dr Anouk Albien  
Dr Ethel Phiri 

Psychology 
Agronomy 

A new look at weed as food Cape Argus (16 Oct); 
The Star (16 Oct) 

Aletta Simpson BA (Humanities) student Gay-debat: Pasop om te vinnig 
aanstoot te neem 

Netwerk24 (16 Oct) 

Prof Nico Koopman Vice-Rector: Social Impact, 
Transformation and Personnel 

Overcome poverty, exclusion by 
affirming dignity and rights 

Cape Times (17 Oct); 
The Mercury (17 Oct); 
Pretoria News (17 Oct) 

Nicolette van 
Schalkwyk 

BA (Journalism) student Dis nie sweet nie … dis trane! Netwerk24 (17 Oct) 

Prof Sadulla Karjiker Anton Mostert Chair of  
Intellectual Property Law 

Shambolic Copyright 
Amendment Bill will favour 
Google and its ilk 

Business Day (19 Oct) 

Dr Jeanette de Klerk-
Luttig 

Moral Leadership Begin by die heel begin: 
Onderwys 

Rapport (21 Oct) 

Ettienne le Roux 
Prof Willem Boshoff 

Rand Merchant Bank 
Economics 

Can Tito deliver on his 
mandate? 

Business Day (21 Oct) 

Tian Alberts BCom (Law) student Dís nie die wil van studente Rapport (21 Oct) 

 
 
 

Columns (27 August to 25 October 2018) 

AUTHOR 
FROM (environment or 
division) 

 
HEADLINE 

PUBLICATION  
(click for article) 

Prof Johan Fourie Economics Confusing ‘big business’ with 
‘free market’ 

Finweek (2 Aug) 

En seën die … robot … wat die 
kos gemaak het 

Rapport (12 Aug) 

The cost of crime Finweek (16 Aug) 

What historians are saying 
about our future 

Fin24 (28 Aug) 

A radical solution to land 
ownership 

Fin24 (6 Sep) 

Why are there so many single 
mothers? 

Finweek (27 Sep) 

How to incentivise creativity Finweek (11 Oct) 

Die pil wat Ramaphosa nie wou 
sluk nie 

Rapport (21 Oct) 

  

https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2018-10-08-stop-blaming-teachers-a-collaborative-model-can-fix-our-schools/
https://city-press.news24.com/Voices/thuli-madonsela-on-the-politics-of-the-restaurant-bill-20181008
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/opinion/2018-10-10-smallholder-farmers-can-be-commercial-but-just-at-a-small-scale/
https://www.netwerk24.com/Stemme/Die-Student/mainsplaining-weet-jy-wat-dit-is-20181010
https://city-press.news24.com/Voices/isnt-it-time-to-legalise-assisted-suicide-20181010
https://www.news24.com/Books/nasty-women-talk-back-political-correctness-is-dead-20181014
https://www.netwerk24.com/Stemme/Die-Student/hoe-gemaak-met-die-trolle-in-die-drinkwater-20181011
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Drimie_CapeArgus_16Oct2018.pdf
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/opinion/2018-10-16-how-food-and-education-go-hand-in-hand/
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Albien_Phiri_CapeArgus_16Oct2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Albien_Phiri_TheStar_16Oct2018.pdf
https://www.netwerk24.com/Stemme/Die-Student/gay-debat-pasop-om-te-vinnig-aanstoot-te-neem-20181016
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Koopman_CapeTimes_Oct2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Koopman_TheMercury_Oct2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Koopman_PretoriaNews_Oct2018.pdf
https://www.netwerk24.com/Stemme/Die-Student/dis-nie-sweet-nie-dis-trane-20181011
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/opinion/2018-10-19-shambolic-copyright-amendmentbill-will-favour-google-and-its-ilk/
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/DeKlerk_Luttig_Rapport_Okt2018.pdf
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bt/opinion/2018-10-21-can-tito-deliver-on-his-mandate/
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Alberts_Rapport_Okt2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/JFourie_Finweek_2Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Fourie_Rapport_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Fourie_Finweek-Aug2018.pdf
https://www.fin24.com/Finweek/Opinion/what-historians-are-saying-about-our-future-20180828
https://www.fin24.com/Finweek/Opinion/a-radical-solution-to-land-ownership-20180906
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Fourie_Finweek_27Sept2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/fourie_finweek_okt2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Fourie_Rapport_Okt2018.pdf
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AUTHOR 
FROM (environment or 
division) 

 
HEADLINE 

PUBLICATION  
(click for article) 

Prof Amanda Gouws 
 
 
 

Political Science 
 
 
 

Wanneer gaan mans opstaan? Die Burger (14 Aug) 

Om rassisme in SA te kan stuit Die Burger (28 Aug) 

Só moedig staat xenofobie aan Die Burger (11 Sep) 

Sy woord geglo eerder as hare? Die Burger (9 Oct) 

Omotoso-saak lê tekort bloot Die Burger (23 Oct) 

Prof Jonathan Jansen Educational Psychology We all are to blame for not 
protecting Professor Bongani 
Mayosi 

Times Live (1 Aug) 

Is it time to vote the bums out of 
power? 

Business Live (8 Aug) 

Take an educated guess: why 
don’t smart women get dates? 

Times Live (30 Aug) 

Exams too hard? That’s a 
pathetic excuse 

Times Live (6 Sep) 

Let expelled students study – 
but they need to atone first 

Times Live (13 Sep) 

Schools get a giant F for not 
reinforcing human values 

Times Live (27 Sep) 

What I want every SA matric to 
know 

Times Live (18 Oct) 

Prof Nico Koopman Vice-Rector: Social 
Impact, Transformation 
and Personnel 

Deernis kan die vlamme van 
swaarkry blus 

Die Burger (1 Aug) 

Waar deernis is, daar breek 
goddelike deur 

Die Burger (29 Aug) 

Só kan grond versoening in SA 
help dien 

Die Burger (5 Sep) 

Transformasie vra besonderse, 
dapper mense 

Die Burger (26 Sep) 

Álmal se bydrae die sleutel tot 
transformasie 

Die Burger (3 Oct) 

Dr Leslie van Rooi 
Senior Director: Social 
Impact and 
Transformation 

Hoekom hulle lof besing? Die Burger (4 Aug) 

So spel-spel vind ons mekaar Netwerk24 (23 Aug) 

Wat het verander ná 
#FeesMustFall 

Netwerk24 (14 Sep) 

Om debatte te voer wat 
menswaardigheid bevorder 

Netwerk24 (4 Oct) 

 
 

http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Gouws_DieBurger_14Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Gouws_DieBurger_28Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Gouws_DieBurger_11Sept2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Gouws_DieBurger_Okt2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Gouws_DieBurger_23Okt2018.pdf
https://www.timeslive.co.za/ideas/2018-08-01-we-all-are-to-blame-for-not-protecting-professor-bongani-mayosi/
https://www.businesslive.co.za/rdm/lifestyle/2018-08-10-jonathan-jansen-is-it-time-to-vote-the-criminals-out-of-power/
https://select.timeslive.co.za/ideas/2018-08-30-take-an-educated-guess-why-dont-smart-women-get-dates/
https://www.timeslive.co.za/ideas/2018-09-06-exams-too-hard-thats-a-pathetic-excuse/
https://www.timeslive.co.za/ideas/2018-09-13-let-expelled-students-study--but-they-need-to-atone-first/
https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2018-09-26-schools-get-a-giant-f-for-not-reinforcing-human-values/
https://www.timeslive.co.za/ideas/2018-10-18-what-i-want-every-sa-matric-to-know/
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Koopman_DieBurger_Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Koopman_DieBurger_29Aug2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Koopman_DieBurger_5Sept2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Koopman_DieBurger_26Sept2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/Koopman_DieBurger_3Okt2018.pdf
http://www.sun.ac.za/english/Documents/newsclips/VanRooi_DieBurger_Aug2018.pdf
https://www.netwerk24.com/Stemme/Menings/so-spel-spel-vind-ons-mekaar-20180822
https://www.netwerk24.com/Stemme/Menings/wat-het-verander-na-feesmustfall-20180905
https://www.netwerk24.com/Stemme/Menings/om-debatte-te-voer-wat-menswaardigheid-bevestig-20181002

